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SUB nudity ban outrages art students
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This is just one of the nude -photographs and paintings that has been banned from the SUR More banned art work on pages 12 and 13.
By ~ ~rviance ing the decis!on with SUB Director said that she may call an emergency it. Bergquist and Meyer both said
The UnzVerslty NewS Greg Blaesing Monday. If that meeting of the SUB Board of Go v- that the SUB's renovation left only
doesn't work, the students said they emors to implement a new rule if public corridors to display art.
Nude photographs.and:pa,i.f!tings)·:':~Y":OIlSider:alawsuit., ... ,... nece8$3lY.J(~on·ili.chllirpe1SOn. "A. decision was made by Greg
by an outraged grqupofBSUmtS'· '., ··..We 'ilti"decidoo' ili8tthe restric-' of of the Boaril'of GovemOrs.;·:· Blaesing several years ago to
has been prohibited from a show- tions on the subject matter was a Both ASBSU Sen. Lou Esposito prohiblr.nudes only from public
ing in the SUR during \yom~n~s .bUJlChQf crap and we decided that and ASBSU. President.Eric Love corridors," said Bergquist. "We do
Week next month.' '.' 'we should be allowed tosubffiitour s8idtltey would strongly support .not have a public gallery, and have
The ban is inresponse:to SUB :ah;'t'said/art student}<>halloa such iln emerger}cy meeting. showed nude art in both the Boise
policy developed several years ago DeJong. "The more I've talked to "I'JTion the Board of Governors, and Adalounges in the past. Because
after a nude art exhibit wasinild- .people,the more upset they lire. so Iwould go an<lbeamajOr ad- of the current renovation, we now
vertently viewed by high school Some of the art faculty members are vocate to let the nudes appear," said have no place other than the corridors
students,saidAssistantSUBDirec~also reailyupsetaboutitThething Love. ''This is not Jesse.Helms' to show it."
tor Brian Bergquist. .. . is, the nudes'men'f explicit and.' state. If thOsestudents aren't allowed The art show's theme is "Solidar-
SUB consmiciion and renovation people really will get the idea that to show their art, I will' let ih~m' ity through Diversity," but nude
are the main culprits in the current this rule is stupid, The art is not hang it in my office." ..•.••.. .subject matter is specifically pro-
ban, according to both Bergquist pornographic in any way." Bergquist said the rule does not hibited in the requirements for the
and Student Activities Advisor Rob ASBSU Vice President Teri bannudes completelyfrom theSUB, show; . .
Meyer. . Kennon. attacked the decision to but only in public corridors where "We don't have a problem with
Theartstudentsplanonchalleng- ban nudes from the exhibition, and people have no choice but to view nudes," said Meyer. "We just don't
.'
. C{ubfJ3SU
{iJUJil wiJ[ fuwe its monthly
supportaroupmutinoon1"ri.15,
at 6 p.rn. in 1{Jn. 210 uf t& 'lIo-
<fec/i. 'BUB·
Stuimt "w0lwif[ mut at .
'University Inn, 4:30 'Wed:
!JlO.'J,{!E. {iroup (!Jfefpina Our·
selves Mort 'Emotionally). ~ sup.
port IJ1'OUP ,to fu£p us set 60JUUf·
arits, 6uif4self-esuem aniBet intoum wit~ tk inner cMfi. Sun·
aays at 7 p.rn. Call 'B06 at 336·
5392 or 'Dr. Morris, 385·1906. .
Sierra Clu6 mutinB on 1"e6.28
at 7:30 p.rn. at tk 'Bendunart
625 'l-ista ~ve. tITurewiJ[ 6e a
presentation 6y Mar{!JfJflim{ uf
t& 'BlfJ,{ on 1Bi!1 Jatk) Cru{
arruino, 6i!1/iomsflup, animan·
ttpUllUlt pfDns.· '11iis mutino is
jruanat&pu6fi&isinviUt! Call
327·79Z~ or 338-1471.
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Mid-Management/Marketing degree looks for new
definition and direction
By Tamara Sandmeyer
The University News
Confusion and misinformation
between the students and faculty
over where to house the two year
Mid-Management/Marketing pro-
gram is buried in degree image
problems, underfunding and the
need to update and expand.
Several questions were debated
last week over the future of the
program, including whether it
should: (I) stay where it is and
maintain the status quo or (2) tum it
over to the College of Technology
or (3) keep the program and make
changes.
Students cUrrently enrolled in the
program reacted lastweek to pro-
posed changes and presented the
College of Business Administra-
tors a petition with 223 signab1reS,
stat.ing they did not want the pro-
gram to be moved outofthe College .
of Business.
The students have formed a loose
committee called Students for the
Preservation of the Mid-Manage-
ment/Marketing program. 'The pe-
tition drive was organized by Rob
Everson, a communication major
with a Mid-Management/Market-
ing post-secondary degree. Stu-
dents reacted to information in
memo's sent out by Dr. Doug Lin-
coln, finance and marketing depart-
ment chair, to College of Business
Administrators, dated Oct. 31, 1990,
and to College of Business· Dean
Tom Stitzel dated Dec. 17, 1990.
In response to the petition and the
students concerns, several faculty
members, deans and administrators
attended Associate Professor Rich-
ardLane'sclasstoanswerquestions .
concerning the proposed changes.
Those attending included Stitzel,
Lincoln, newly appointed College
of Technology Dean Tom
MacGregor, Technical Education
Division Manager for Business and
Special Programs Barbara Egland
and Dr. Sharon Cook, Interim Asso-
ciate Dean, College of Technology.
Stitzel opened the discussion by
assuring the students that "a univer-
sity is an open organization and we
don't do anything without your in-
put." He also told students that no
decision has actually been made yet.
Lincoln explained that in trying to
identify better ways to serve this
market area they are trying to find
ways in which to expand the pro-
gram and continue offering the asso-
ciatedewec. There is no community
collegemthisareaanditisuptoBSU
to serve the function of a community
college, for which there is a demand.
Business needs must also be met and
it is with these objectives in mind
that planning is based on.
Mid-Mgmt, Cont'd on Page 20
have a space for them. We are in a
bad time. with construction and
renovation, but we are not trying to
stifle the art students."
Nude, Cont'd on Page 20
rBSU Gulf Connection
I 'l1iisb~ wi£( berun flIU~.cU. I to recognize .~fu1!eopre
I current.!1/ se.mTtfJ. m. tlUquif. /j you KfWUIof an;J'
! one mat flIe liave not in-
I c{ud'e/' please fet us K,pow/
FaCUlty and Starr
Dr. Anne Payne
AsSociate Dean, CHS
DepartIIIent Chair. NlD'sing
Dick Graybeal
Manager, Engineering &
Technical Services
Simplot/Micron Technical
Center
Students
Craig Barber
Lonny Baum
Kevin Cornwall
Warren Desoto .
Thomas Dvorak
Carl Edgerton
ThomasEmel
Michael Gallaher
John Gooch .
Anthony Gulbis
steven Hainmond
Jason Haymes
JoShua Hoops
Daniel Jordon
JOM Laison
.Kyiutg Lee
Tedd Liston
Shawn Martensen
FraItk Ortii.·,
Bart Palrick'.·;···
. CheriJynPowell ..•
MiC:h~'SandOto'
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Development X. April 22 National
Energy Policy and Global Envi-
ronmentAdaption XI. May 3 Risks
and Benefits of Various Forms of
Energy.
Call Continuing Education at385-
3492 for further information.
Child, an active Australian now
living in Seattle, is the author of the
book,ThinAi"whichchronicleshis
many climbing expeditions in the
Himalayas and throughout the
world. Child's talk will focus on his
successful 1990 north face ascent
ofK2. That c1imb was done without
oxygen. The Himalayan mountain
K2 is the second highest peak in the
world.
The presentation is sponsored
by the BSU Rock Climbing Club
and the Outdoor Adventure Pro-
gram. Admission is $5, payable at.
the door. The Technology Building
is located on University Drive and
Manitou Ave.
Earth First! Advocate
Mark Davis to speak
magazine. Quammen described
Davis as, "a human oxymoron, a
great husky bundle of delicately
Mark Davis, one of a group of equilibrated paradoxes. Mainly self-
fourEarthFirst! members infiltrated educated, he can talk intelligenlly
by an FBI agent and indicted for about chaos theory, nonlinear
conspiring to sabotage nuclear mathematics, and the end of the
power plants, will speak at 8 p.rn. deterministic mindset .... He talks
Thurs. Feb. 14, in the SPEC. fiercely but lucidly of how materi-
Earth First! is an environmental a1ism,overconsumption, waste and
organization without official lead- general human self-indulgence are
ers that has eschewed lobbying and destroying the planet."
lawsuits in favor of civil disobedi- Davis grew up in Indonesia and
ence, guerilla theater and confron- Los Angeles, worked for Project
tation. Share, which built community wei-
Davis is charged with conspiracy fare facilities for the poor and co-
to commit sabotage against three . founded a drug counseling and cri-
nuclear facilities--Palo Verde, sis intervention center, Terros, that
Diablo Canyon and Rocky Flats; is still operating ..
attemptingtocutdownanelectrical The talk is sponsored by SPB.
tower that serves the Central Ari- Tickets, available at Select-A-Seat
zona Project, a controversial water- outlets and at the door, are $4 gen-
transfer system, and committing eral and $2 for full-time students.
property damage against a ski re-
son built on land sacred to the Hopi
. and Navajo tribes. All of the in-
dicted Earth First! advocates, in-
cluding Davis, have pleaded inno-
cent to the charges.
The. conspiracy story was fea-
tured in a David Quammen article
in the Nov. 1990 issue of Outside
Bahamas Cruise
Offered
Winter-weary Boiseanscan plan
now fora Bahamas cruise with BSU
Outdoor Adventure Program, May
24-June I and June 1-8.
From a sailing boat or 65-foot
power boat, trip members will ex-
plore the waters and beaches of
Andros, the longest and least inhab-
ited island in the Bahama chain.
The trip includes seven days and
nights on the boat, food and an
experienced captain and docking
fees. A special scuba class for open
water certification will be given for
$85. Airfare (approximately $655
round trip from Boise) and scuba
gear are not included.
Cost for the trip ranges from
$465 for full-time students to $495
for community members. Manda-
tory pre-trip meetings will be held
March I3,April 17andMay8,a1lat
7 p.m. in Room 101 of the Human
Performance Center. Registration
for the trips is in Room 209 of the
Human Performance Center.
For more information, call 385-
1951.
Green Party in Idaho
Plans for organizing the Green
Party in Idaho will be discussed
Thurs., Feb. 21, at 7:30 p.m. in the
SUB Lookout Room.
Although fairly successful in
gaining national political office in
Europe, avowed Greens have not
advanced beyond the local level of
the government in the United States.
The Feb. 21 meeting, which will
featureJ imMcGrath from Missoula,
Mont., as the main speaker, will
examine what needs to be done lo-
cally to establish the party and run
candidates for public office.
The Green political philosophy
is based on ecological wisdom,
grassroots democracy, personal and
social responsibility, non-violence,
decentralization.community-based
economics, post-patriarchal values,
respectfordiversity.globalrespon-
sibility and future focus.
Energy Tel~conference
Series
An open invitation to all BSU
staff, faculty and students to par-
ticipate in the live, interactive
videoconference exploring energy
options for the nation and the world .
Upcoming teleconferences topics:
VII. March 14 Energy Conserva-
tion and Efficiency. VIII. March 26
Overall Prospective Supply and
Demand Balance IX. April 10 En-
ergy Research and .
Mountain Climber Greg
Child presents "The
Quest for K2"
World famous mountain climber
Greg Child will present a slide show
and lecture on, "The Quest for K2"
7 p.m. Wed., Feb. 13 in Room 110
of the Technology Building.
Apply
NOW
and be
a part of:
~
•omecoDIID~
199 I
PIZZA FOR PARTYANIMALS.
Bitions Available:
COmmltteecliaJr
Marketing CoordInator
scavenger Hunt Coordinator
COronation CoordInator
Special Programs Coordinator
Pep Rally Coordinator
(AppIn"'ow' .., d_reIlr-r 28tJI)
stop by the ASBSU/StUdent Ac:UvltlesOffice
(comer of University and Michigan Avenue)
to pick up more Infonniitlon
or call :5Bl>-1223.
(1ata'MhIpcndll .......... ~lIPfIIOI'III)
Thursday Thursday Thursday
All you can eat
BBQRibS
IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA:
2162 Broadway Ave. Hours:
1013 Vista Ave. l Iam-Iam Sun.-Thurs.,llam-2am F' & Sn, at.
--------~;~~~~;;-.;::;~;--
•~ (()) I MADNESS rrxtr~vaganZZa
wo 10" 3-Item Pizza I $~~99' I $1~99. SI M d' 2 Iu Pi I Order our ~ lopping extravaganZZa.Only $7 20 I e tum - em izza IPcpptZooi, _. e, oDioas, ba,
1 I Good only after 10:00 pm Imushrooms, JI'OOII poppen, black ali....
I IsrouDd beef IIId double. cheese. ..e I .e I II~
1IIId.~_odJHaI~""",,,,_.n..PrlcII I YaId.paOidpaIlng_Of#HalwoIdollll",,__ PrlcII I lIIId.paOidpaIlng_Of#HalwoIdollll",,_onir.i>ras
..,..,.CuIIonWIlIII_"'_IIIIlIIcaIkDoholy... I ..,....,.CullDmetIllll_IIl_IIIIlIIcaIkDoholy...I . ,owy.CuIIonWIlIII_IIl_IIIIlIIcaIkDlhorY'"
_1O_ulldIIwInll·CU_CMYloAtIlMllODO. 1mIIId1O_"dIIwInll.CU_CMYloAtIlMllODO. _1O_ulldIIwInll.CU_CMYloAtIlMllODO.
CU_ ..... ..-lltllll_ CU_ .. noI~lorllll_ CU_"noI~lorllll_ .
U~~~$61111
Every ThurSday Night
.-..,<,"' .•.• ' •. _•. :~ ··c." .
� ~•.. , .• _'._ ~:'. ' ~.~ ~ _ .. ~ •.. ~ ~ •• ',_ .••.•.•. ~ '"_''~''''' - ~.~ - ,0_· •• ,.'..,._ '".' .• ~_ •. _ ....• ~ .' ;. ~
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Japanese Exchange Students Survive BSU
By Michelle Nakayama
The University News
After a five month stay at BSU,
the 45 Japanese exchange students
from ASia University will be re-
turning to Japan on Feb. 19. During
their stay here they lived on campus
and took special classes that were
not mixed with BSU students.
Their classes ranged from three
kinds ofEnglishclasses,anAmeri-
can history course, human envi-
ronment and a P. E. class. All of
these will transfer to Asia Univer-
sity as 17 credits. Koichi Kim,
bilingual assistant to the exchange
program, said that the purpose of
the exchange was to allow students
from Japan to come to America and
experience American lifestyle.
"It would have been too hard for
the Japanese students to catch up if
they were put in classes with the
rest of the American students," said
Kim. Kim is also a part-time student
majoring in social science. He was
an exchange student through his
high school and decided to come
back when we was done.
Komei Kawagishi, 22, lived pre-
viously in Seattle for two years and
was already acquainted with
American lifestyle, so it was not
that much of a shock when he got
here. He said that the people here
are very nice.
"In Japan, we do not say hi to
someone we do not know," said
Kawagishi, "but here people always
say hi and hold the door open for
you."
One of the hardest things the Japa-
nese suidents'had to deal with was
communicating with people. Be-
cause they were
never taught how to
speak English,
communication
with other' students
were difficult.
"Sometimes it was
hard to understand
what people were
saying, because they
were speaking too
fast," said
Kawagishi.
Go Tsukuno said
students in Japan are required to
take English courses from jun-
ior high school. But they are
only taught grammar and not
how to speak.
"Sometimes even the instructor
would not know how to pronounce
some words," said Tsukuno.
Kawagishi also said the class-
room environment is "more com-
fortable." He added that the lec-
tures in Japan are usually one way,
and if the students had any ques-
tions they would have to go to the
professor's office. Although the
Asia University students did not get
an opportunity to take classes with
other BSU students, Kawagishi sat
in on a biology class just to experi-
ence what American classes were
really like.
"American students work hard and
seem more prepared," he said.
"They ask a lot of questions."
All of the exchange students lived
ASBSULegal Consultation Service
ASBSU provides legal consultations and other
legal services to individual students through
Schroeder & Lezamiz Law Offices, a private
firm in Boise. If you need a legal consultation
and you are a full fee paying student, call
ASBSUat 385- 1440. All consultations and most
legal services are free of charge.
Margaret M Lezamiz & John T schroeder
ASBSUr
boise state university
in the various dorms on campus. into the university as that major. If
Most of them met a lot of people ' he or she does not pass. the ~xam,
and liked living there. There were they would have to W31t until the
some incidences where they could next year to retake the exam.
not "Students in Japan cannot change
get majors once they are in college.
~ Some people take a long time just to
with pass the exam," said Kawagishi,
"and companies in Japan usually do
not hire someone that is
over 25-years-old."
Thecostfortheexchange
with BSU totaled to about
$8,000. Six thousand ofit
went for tuition, books,
plane fare, room and board
at BSU. They also had to
pay the usual tuition cost
of Asia University for the
semester that they were
here.
Some of the students in
their spare time joined
various clubs like soccer and rugby .
They also got a chance to go skiing
at Bogus Basin.
Students thought the cost of liv-
ing here was relatively reasonable
compared with Japan. Considering
that a movie in Japan is about $10
compared with our $5.50. They
said it is not ususual for a concert
ticket in Japan to cost '$100 for
general seating. Their biggest sur-
prise was the cheap cost of beer
here.
Tsukuno would like to transfer to
an American college to finish up his
degree. Kawagishi hopes to return
to the United States to work with a
Japanese company after he has
graduated.
"Students in Japan cannot
change majors once they are
in college ... and companies
in Japan usually do not hire
someone who is over 25-
years-old."
some of their roommates.
When asked if he liked living in
the dorms, Kawagishi said, "I met a
lot of new people that were nice.
But I didn't like it because we could
not drink wherever we wanted to. I
also didn't like the food at the SUB
too much."
In order to exchange with BSU all
the Japanese students had to be
business majors. When college stu-
dents in Japan choose a major, they
have to take an entrance exam to get
HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!
Healthy male and female volunteers (ages 19 to 40 and over
65) needed for participation In a research project studying
the effects of age and medication on the body's handling of
THEOPHYLLINE (used to treat asthma). Project requles
participant to abstain from alcohol, caffeine and certain
foods for 5 weeks. Subjects will receive compensation for
time, convenience and donations of blood and urine
samples. If Interested, please contact Paula Phelps, Assis-
tant Clinical Research Coordinator at VA Medical center
(338-7250)
Positions open for next years
SeD E~et.;utiveBoard!!!
CONCfRTS~'.~ ..;.,>;.,--,.,~.. ..
..,-----
A'PPLICANTSMUST BETAKING8C'REDITS
AND HAVE A MINIMUM G.P.A.OF '2.25.
F'OSITI()NS ARE PAID" PLEASE PICK UP
JOB DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION AT
THE ACTIVITES OFFICE IN THE SUB II AN-
NEX BUILDING.
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Women POWs
By ROCHELLE SHARPE
©Copyright 1991,
USA TODAY IApple College
Information Network
WASHINGTON-lraq'sclaim
it is holding U.S. female soldiers as
prisoners underscores an open se-
cret in the military: Women may
not serve in combat positions, but
they are in as much danger as men
in the Persian Gulf War.
"You can be in the front lines and
not be in combat," said Linda
DePauw,directoroftheMlNERVA
Center, a research center on women
in the military.
With the female restrictions
against combat, "It doesn't mean
nobody's shooting at you or you're
not shooting at somebody else. It
means your primary position is
something else," DePauw said.
Thursday, Radio Baghdad re-
ported it had captured several U.S.
female soldiers, and they would be
"given good treatment in accordance
with thespiritoflofty Islamic laws."
U.S. officials said they had no
proof of the claim but that two sol-
diers-one woman and a man-are
missing from the fighting near
Khafji.
Women may be disproportionately
represented on the front lines since
so many work in support services.
'}b~~people are almost bonded to
'timk units like Siamese twins, said'
DePauw, providing troops with
water and ammunition.
In such positions, she said, they
certainly are in danger.
"We've been trying to break the
supply lines" of Iraq, she said. "If
they're trying to do the same thing,
they're targeting women."
Nearly 30,000 of the 500,(j(}()
troops in the Persian Gulf are
female,according to the Defense
Department. Each military branch
restricts women's work in different
ways.·
In the Anny, "Women are pre-
cluded from serving in positions
having the highest probability of
routine engagement in direct com-
bat," said Major Nancy Burt, a
spokeswoman, But, she conceded,
since modem warfare is so lethal
and battlefields no longer linear,
such restrictions do little to protect
women's safety.
"Every unit is a combat unit," she
said.
Like men, women are trained to
fire weapons, and they receive the
same imminent danger combat pay
during wartime: $110a month. Like "-
men, they can operate missiies be-
cause that job is considered defense, "-
DePauw said.
The combat restrictions mainly
serve to maintain the myth that
women don't fight, said DePauw.
"People think the American people ~.
wouldn't stand for that," she said. I.
The restrictions also have ham- ~
pered women from advancing in \.
the military during peacetime be-
cause some promotions are based
on ability to serve in combat.
Women have been held as roWs
before. ..
. Five women were captured by the -
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Q. What section of the University News do you think is most read, and Why?
\ .'.
1"'._'...\t •)jJ..
Laura Baker
elementary ed.
I read the UniversityNewswhen
1can, but have found itdifficult
to locate at any of the buildings
I frequent.(Education Building)
Rex Lanham
business
Life in Hell, ads and usually the
front cover. Simply elaborated;
these are often humorous and, as
with the front cover story, covers an
issue tlrat affects me.
Pat Ferron,
psychology
Persona 11y, I like the letters to the
editor. They usually address inter-
esting social issues and people will
often go to great lengths to bolster
their own opinion or discredit
someone else's.
Kathy Swift
health science
I don't read the University News
often, because I am a non-traditonal
student. I don't feel the newspaper
. fits my needs. When I do read the
University News it is usually the
front section.
Brian Lee
pre-med
I believe it to be the sports sec-
tion, being a full time student it is
hard to arrange studies around
activities, so it is really hard to
make it to all of them. So this
makesil easy to catch up on the
activities as well as studies.
Jerrie Hammons
health science
I think the front page of the
University News is the most read,
for obvious reasons! The lead
articles are not always non-bi-
ased, but they are always inter-
esting ... Also.I always read the
short articles on page two; they
often contain some really useful
information about activities,
workshops and scholarships.
Oh say does' thafstarspangledljann'efi'
still ...Burn?
Gary Peterson
Special to The University News
for our soldiers in the Gulf. They
are climbing over one another to
appear patriotic, and outlawing flag
desecration is a step toward the top
of the heap. In fact, most members
of the House don't think that flag
burning is a big deal. They just
don't have the guts to admit that
burning an American flag is only a
rude remark.
Currently, the flag-burner may at-
tract a small crowd of insulted
passers-by. If flag-burning is out-
lawed, the flag-burner will attract a
larger crowd, television cameras,
and eventually will be arrested by
the police. When the case comes to
trial, the wholecommunity will hear
the opinions of the flag-burner.
More American flags will be burned.
We needn'tacceptsomeone burn-
ing our
flags, or
burning
their flags
on our
property.
But we
aren't
harmed by
their burn-
ing their
own flags
so m e -
w her e
else. In a
free soci-
ety, we must be
thick-skinned enough to tolerate in-
sulting speech and behavior. Hag
burning is not a wrong, and should
not be punished by law.
The American flag, sym-
bol of American freedom and unity
is something different than an
I had never wanted to bum an
American flag. When the U.S.
Congress decided to outlaw it, 1
recognized that my rights were be-
ing eroded. Exactly the same free-
doms were being compromised
which to me an Ameri-
can flag had symbolized.
~~,t1~i~~~:~~fl'~°::a~:I~~i~.p::r11
;1ff~;~~:;~r6~~I~:I
tives-byavote top of the heap.
of 73 to 9-has
passed an act to
"petition the U.S. Congress to sub-
mit an amendment to the Constitu-
tion for the 'Respect and Proteetion
of the American Hag' ."
The members of the Idaho House
want to restrict free speech for p0-
litical gain by exploiting concern
American flag. You can burn the
piece of cloth. But you tarnish
American freedom by damaging
what the flag means. Outlawing
the trivial (if offensive) act of burn-
ing an American flag limits free
speech-it dirties the American
flag.
The American flag is stout enough
to repel the insult of the flag-burner.
H
The University
News
wants to hear from
you!
Write
a
letter
to
the
Editor
Japanese on Guam two days after
Pearl Harbor during World War II.
Later, nearly 80 female nurses were
held in the Philippines for almost
three years, according to Carolyn
Becraft, a military policy expert.
They all survived.
"They probably were in better
health than the men:' Becraft said.
Since they were nurses, they all
had work to do, keeping their minds
occupied in captivity, she said.
At least two women already have
died in the Persian Gulf military
operations. Carol McKinney, an
aviator in the National Guard, died
in a December plane crash flying
from Missouri to Texas, where she
was scheduled to leave for the
Middle East. Tatiana Dees, a mili-
tary policeman, died earlier this
month after investigating an inci-
dent in a port area. She arrested
someone, stepped backward off a
pier and drowned, an Army
spokeswoman said.
You can mail the letters di-
rectly to The University News
at 1910 University Drive,
Boise, 10,83725, or hand de-
liver it to our office at 1603
1/2 University Drive. .
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Rhonda Clements
The University News
Oh God, it's English again! A
familiar statement made by col-
lege students encountering the
required English core at Boise
State University. A statement that
we all can relate to.
"Students seem to have a nega-
tive attitude when it comes to
English, not only because it is
intimidating, but because it is a
required class. I feel any topic or
subject can be interesting if the
instructor presents it in an inter-
esting way," said this weeks Hot
Prof Sherry McGuire
McGuire relates the English
anxieties of students to her first
teaching experience. She student
taught at Moscow high school
and found it to be the worse expe-
rience of her life. She remembers
walking into the "John," as she
called it, and witnessing her co-
worker crying. After her student
teaching experience McGuire
decided to go into advertising
and landed a job in Denver. The
job wouldn't start for six months;
however, so her friend suggested
that she call Boise State Univer-
sity. Sure enough her skills were
needed, so she decided to go to
Boise State but only for a se-
mester. Needless to say, McGuire thosewhodon'thavethevoiceto
arrived at BSU and has no plans on speak. If we can't do that then we
leaving and that was several years are sorry human beings," said
ago. So one bad experience does McGuire.
not always mean it's bad. McGuire's caring attitude for
McGuire feels the English depart- animals, also follows her into the
ment has one of the most negative classroom. She understands the
stereotyped attitudes of any depart- frustration that comes with school
ment, and the first bridge a profes- and offers an ear for anyone who
sor of English has to overcome is needs it. She likes teaching at the
that attitude. She teaches with a college level because the students
method that involves tough grading, are on the same level and are able
but an easy going attitude. An atti- toconverseon that level. McGuire
tude that allows for the student to be feels it's important to have a pur-
able to approach her with his or her pose, and that is the difference
own ideas and opinions. McGuire between her high school and
feels the classroom is a place of college teaching experience.
interaction between fellow students McGuire remembers a quote
and professors. Each person is an from a book that said, "Man
individual and has the need as well doesn't have dominion, he has
as right to express opinions. stewardship." That is how she
As well as a professor, McGuire is feels about life and all things that
heavily involved with animal rights. make up life. The voiceless are
She has been on the board of di- just as important as the voiced.
rector fortwo years and is affiliated We must emanate positivity, es-
with the Animal Auxiliary. The pecially in a world that is so
Animal Auxiliary is an adoption negative. One way we can do that
agency for animals and McGuire is by picking careers we love or
has not only found homes for 100 we won't be happy. .
animals, buiopens up her own home "Life is to short to waste on
to animals. She has a dozen that she' negativity, we need to make lifea
cares for until someone else can joyful experience because that is
take over. She feels we share the what it is meant for," said
planet with animals, and that our McGuire.
role is not to manipulate and use
them.
"I feel we must care and protect
are animals and act as a voice for
out the world as a human rights
organization, AI chooses to take a
nonpolitical, consistent, and equally
balanced examination of all
country's treatment of it's people.
It is' an important and relatively
straight forward task to view a
country's actions towards indi-
viduals within thecontextof a com-
mon, internationally recognized
standard for human rights.
AI has acquired a strong reputa-
tion for distributing dependable in-
formation regarding human rights
violations throughout the world, and
believes that by asking individuals
to challenge the representatives of
other countries to address these vio-
lations the organization has made a
tangible, positive difference. By
mid-1990 there were active AI
groups in Algeria, Egypt, Jordan
and Kuwait, as well as AI sections
in Israel and-Tunisia, These have
taken on considerable levels of work
for human rights, both within the
region and internationally. Just re-
cently AI has taken on the case of
Dr. Sari Nusseibeh, professor of
Philosophy at Bir Zeit University
and a leading Palestinian figure in
theOccupiedTerritiries. Nusseibeh
was placed under administrative
detention on Jan. 29, and was
cahrged with the dragting of litera-
ture to incite violence. In a public
statement after his arrest Dr.
Nusseibeh said "I am and have al-
ways been clearly and unequivo-
cally opposed to all. forms of vio-
lence and in favor of a peaceful
Amnesty International speaks out for Human Rights
solution of the Israeli/Palestinians
that have been administratively de-
tained since December 1987.
Although AI takes no official po-
sition on the war in the Gulf, there
are some important things to con-
sider within it's context. Just re-
cently Jack Healey, executive di-
rector of Amnesty International,
callenged President Bush to go be-
yond his 'selective indignation' to-
wards the human rights violations
in Kuwait and Iraq, and more ac-
tively address human rights viola-
tions throughout the world, regard-
less of their political stand on issues
in the Middle East. AI also believes
that it is important to remember that
violations of human rights should
not, and cannot, be used as a justifi-
cation for international conflict nor
are human rights abuses justified
because of international conflict.
Dear Editor,
Saddam Hussein was obviously
SET UP by the superpowers to in-
vade Kuwait. The U.S. gave him
billions for his weapons. When
Hussein invaded Kuwait, there were
thousands of Soviet military advi- .
sors in Iraq. The French gave
Hussein nuclear technology, the
Germans provided chemical weap-
ons.
Bush told Congress that out of this
crisis will emerge a NEW WORLD
ORDER. As outlined by U.S. State
DepartrnentDocument#7277,the
New Order will be completed when
15 bureaucrats on the United Na-
tions Security Council control All
WEAPONS and ALL TROOPS in
the world. The masses will accept
global military dictatorship under
duress of crisis. To prepare us for
the future, Bush ignored Congress
and asked the Security Council for
permission to wage war against
Hussein. Congress apparently
jumped on te bandwagon to save
face.
The Soviets have occupied the
Baltic nations for 50 years. Now
Gorbachev has cracked down on
the Lithuanian and Latvian inde-
pendence movements, killing citi-
zens and forcibly conscripting dis-
senters. Yet Bush and Congress
continue to fund the Soviets.
Last July, Congress announced
plans to make the Soviet Union the
"largest annual recipient of U.S.
aid," Meantime, DefenseSci;ri:!Uii)f
Richard 'Cheney admitted thlit the
money would be used for Soviet
military hardware. Cheney also
confirmed that the Soviets are rap-
idly increasing their arsenal of
ICBMs, nuclear bombers and sub-
marines. So once again our tax
money is being used to create future
crisis as rationale for a new World
order.
Greg}ahn
Amnisty International
Special to The University News
As an organization which works
on the behalf of victims of human
rights abuses throughout the world,
Amnesty International's concern
lies with the long standing human
rights abuses throughoutIraq,Saudi
Arabia and the entire Middle East.
Many countries in the Middle East
have been the focus of AI cam-
paigns since the organization was
launched in 1961. In the past few
months AI has published informa-
tion obtained from the detailed tes-
timony of people who observed
human rights violations in Kuwait
following the invasion by Iraqi
forces. AI bas also responded to
reventreports of Saudi torture, Is"
raeli .killings of Palestinian
lemonstrators, and Syrian extraju-
dicial exevutions in Lebanon. In
order to retain credibility through-
r _...011 Is - ...011 Is --I
Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor;
Reading the news and watching
the developments unfold in the Ku-
wait battle field evokes feelings of
immense appreciation for the men
and women who are putting their
lives on the line in service to their
country.
Seeing the show of support for
America's soldiers and their fami-
lies by the men and women in our
country is very heartening,
When thinking about war and the
loss that inevitably occurs, it is im-
possible not to think of another war
that is going on and on in our
abortion chambers.
In America over 4000 unborn ba-
bies are dying each and every day.
They can't run away, they can't
hide from their aggressor, theycan't
fight back, they can't even scream.
Ifwe were to lose over 4000 sol-
diers a day in the Kuwait campaign,
I think that Americans would be
anything but complacent There
would be a deafening outcry from
people in authority, especially
church leaders and government of-
ficials.
Since 1973, when killing unborn
babies was legalized by the U.S.
Supreme Court, certain membersof
our medical profession (abortion-
ists) have helped American moth-
ers slaughter over 27,000,000 inno-
cent, defenseless, babies whose only
crime was to be conceived at an
inconvenient time.
As dedicated men and women in
America march off to war andplace
their very lives in harms way, hope-
fully we will all come to realize
how precious life is - including the
lives of the unborn.
Surely none of us would inten-
tionally jeopardize the life of any
one soldier. Likewise, let' s remove
the jeopardy from the lives of our
unborn children and eliminate the
scourge of abortion from our land
Janene Winter
Sincerely,
Eva Vail Lamb
Race-exclusive
scholarships scrutinized
By PAT ORDOVENSKY and
PAULA SCHWED
©Copyright 1991, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network
The man about to become secre-
tary of education says he will toss
out controversial limits on college
scholarships for minorities and then
mount a review of those policies.
Former Tennessee Gov. Lamar
Alexander also said Wednesday
he'll send his two children to
Georgetown Day School, a private
school in Washington, D.C. An-
nual tuition: $8,332 to $9,508.
But he said that doesn't mean he
lacks faith in public education. "I
want my children in the best pos-
sible schools, which is exactly what
I think every parent ought to want,"
Alexander said following his con"
firmation hearing.
On minority scholarships,
Alexander said college officials can .
"go back to what they were doing
Dec. 3," the day before that conuo-
versy erupted.
A Dec. 4letler from Michael Wil-
liams, head of the Education
Department'scivil rights office, told
Fiesta Bowl organizers thatablacks-
only scholarship was illegal.
Later the department said private
money, but not general school funds,
could be used for race-exclusive
scholarships. Alexander also said
he'll initiate a review of administra-
tion policy, with input from col-
leges.
"I don't want anybody to stow
down efforts to encourage minori-
ties to go to college," said
Alexander, now president of the
University of Tenlnells~seem'~~7
.g,,'.. ... . . . February n, 1991. 6
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Student teaches the bull who's boss
By Matthew Fritch
The University News
Many Boise State students spend
their summers earning money by
working on fishing boats in Alaska,
or at national parks such as
Yellowstone. These jobs are in-
teresting but few, if any, can be
compared to that of Todd P. Evans,
a freshman secondary education
major. For the past nine years
Evans has spent his summers as a
bullfighter and rodeo clown.
Evans grew up on a ranch in
Dubois, Idaho and initially rode
broncs bareback.
"I was lousy at riding bareback.
My friends were bull riders and
someone needed to bea bullfighter
so I started."
Evan's made his first perfor-
mance as a junior in high school at
the District 1 High School Rodeo
Finals.
Since then, Evan's has gone on
joining the professional ranks and
making a name for himself. As a
member of the Idaho Cowboy As-
sociation, the Inner Mountain
Professional Rodeo Association,
and the Pacific Coast Rodeo As-
sociation Evans is in the minor
leaguesofbullfighting. Themajor
league equivalent is the Profes-
sional Rodeo Clown Association,
the difference in leagues being, "
Like any other business, the top
ten guys make the big money while
everyone else works their butts
offl"
W9rltingbis butt off is exactly
whalhe.me8ns~ .Last year Evans
put in 85 performances at 22 ro-
deos between May and October.
He traveled 9100miles around five
states including: Idaho, Oregon,
Washington, Utah, and Nevada.
This isn't to say however, that
Evans isn't paid for his efforts. He
makes anywhere from $100 to $250
a performance, or between $300 and
$700 for a three day rodeo.
Because Evans is in the minor
leagues he cannot specialize as just
a bullfighter or just a rodeo clown,
instead he must fulfill each role and
sometimes he must be both. rodeo clown and must keep the rag-
Rodeos are run by committees. ing bull from goring the cowboy. A
The committees hire contractors, rodeo clown must also entertain the
whom in turn hire the bullfighters crowd between riders by incorpo-
and rodeo clowns. The difference rating stunts, barrel tricks, and even
between a bullfighter and a rodeo animal tricks.
clown is simple. A bullfighters job "Basically, my first job is to get
is to agitate the bull in the ring, to get the cowboy into as much trouble as
it mad and make it buck the cowboy possible, and then I have to get him
atop of it off. As soon as the rider is out of trouble," Evans added.
dumped, the bullfighter becomes a, "Bullfighting is by far the easier
job. Entertaining a crowd when
your tired, or sore from a previous
performance, or just plain hot is the
.hard thing to do."
There is another side to the life of
a bullfighter, however, and that is
the constant danger they are in.
On June 30, 1990, Evans was
tossed into the air by an angry bull
and gored in the back on his way
down. Evans finished the show
none the less, he finished the show
and ten more after it before seeking
medical treatment. He had sepa-
rated three vertebrae. The doctor
told him his season was over. Guess
again. Evans finished out the sea-
son.
"I just wore a lot of braces. In this
business reputation is everything,"
Evans said rather mauer-a-factly.
Perhaps, that is why he was VOted
the Idaho Cowboy Association
Bullfighter of the Year in 1989.
"You can tell how good your
reputation is by how many phone
calls you make to get jobs and I
don't make many."
Evans isn't sure how long he will
continue in this lineofbusiness,'TII
stop when my luck runs out or I
wise up,"
Until then Evans will be lifting
weights and running three times. a
week during the off season to keep
in shape, and each January he will
be penciling in dates on his summer
calendar as the job offers pour in
over the telephone.
Why Evans chooses this job goes
beyond the autographs he signs,
and the fan mail he receives.
"Igetsausfacuon in)cno~ingJ'm
good at what T do and I get to see
friends walk away that might not
otherwise. .
Now you can afford to dream in color
'.Ifyou thought that finding a color
Macintosh' system you could afford
was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LCis a dream
come true.
The Macintosh LCis rich in color. Unlikemany computers that can display
only 16colors at once, the Macintosh LCexpands your palette to 256colors.
Italso comes with a microphone and newsound-input technology that lets
you personaIizeyour work by adding voice or other sounds.
like every Macintosh computer, the LCis easy to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well
on your way to learning them all.The Macintosh LCeven lets you share infor-
mation with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to
the versatile Apple"Superlirive" which can read from and write to Macintosh,
MS·DOS,OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at the Macintosh LCand see what it gives you. Then pinch
yourself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.
For more information please visit the
Business Building Room 116
385·1398
... The power to be your best~ e 1m_Com""" Ire, _","_Iogo,and MaclnlOoh110reg__ of_ ComIluIor.Inc.S<lpofllr1voand'"Tho_lObo~bo"'lIO_of_COmpuIer, inc.MS-DOSI•• regl__ oIMlcrolOftCO<poraIlon.OSI2Ia.__ ofln_Bu~""_~
. . .
• _~_._ ... __'~ .... _~_:",;,.·.~,C";_.o..:..-."",";'::':';",:.l_=",--:.;",o,,-"=.;~·.,,.,:-_c~",,-:::,,:,,~~,~,_.;;-:~~.,::.;-,;~=;.·::.~-.;.:;:O7";'",,_";,:::'="-~;··;;'-;;"':·:~"'~'·"::;'-:="""=·;-'":':::~.~:-:-"_"""":'''''''~''''Tl
Film Review
by Jody Howard
The UniversityNews _
Once Around begins with Joe
Bella (Danny Aiello) driving in
circles around a traffic rotary, go-
ing "as fast as he can without put-
ting on the brakes." The traffic
rotary becomes symbolic of pas-
sages throughout this remarkable
slice-of-life movie by Swedish di-
rector Lasse Hallstrom. (So does
"going as fast as you can without
putting on the brakes.")
This film is about what happens to
a family when someone completely
different marries into it. Theclose-
knit Bellas reminded me of the
family in Moonstruck--Ioud,
nosey, and profane.
Once Around is wildly unpre-
dictable and becomes nerve-
wracking for the same reason ..
Writer Malia Scotch Marmo has
created a plot with imaginative
twists and turns, and given the
characters great dialogue as well.
Add to that an incredible cast.
Gena Rowlands and Danny Aiello
shine as the parents; their expres-
sive faces and powerful perfor-
mances enrich the story. Richard
Dreyfuss is superb as Sam Sharp,
the older, overbearing, crass,
wealthy Santa Claus-type charac-
ter who is descended "from a long
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line of Lithuanian generals," He
manages to say the most inappro-
priate off-color remarks at the worst
possible times. ("You happy to see
me or is that a banana in your
pocket?")
Renata (Holly Hunter) needs
someone in her life and is over-
whelmed by Dreyfuss. Her. trans-
formation is a delight to watch--
from insecure, frightened depen-
dence into confident independence.
The musical -selections provide
more than just backdrop for the
story. Especially nice is Aiello's
singing at his daughters' wedding
receptions; the lyrics to "The Glory
of Love" and "FlyMe to the Moon"
add meaning to the film.
Hallstrom makes an impressive
American debut with this movie--
the cinematography is breathtak-
ing, sometimes whirling the viewer
dizzily in circles. A few faults,
like the microphone hanging down
into the picture, are simple to over-
look in a movie this remarkable.
Once Around contains some
wonderfully funny moments, some
painful and uncomfortable ones as
well. It's sort of like Iife--very
unexpected, definitely real, and
sometimes beautiful.
Once Around (rated R for pro-
fanity) is showing at Overland Park
Theatres.
..... --.' : :." :' .
Peter Weir, this movie is a surpris-
ingly lackluster production, with a
plot that lacks originality, and al-
though it possesses a few nice mo-
ments, a run-of-the-mill script. The
devices used to move the plot along
seem contrived and predictable
(Bronte's lawyer telling hershe has
to spend the weekend with George
to cram fortheINS marriage exam).
The movie uses the jungle/garden
symbolism freely, focusing on an
"opposites attract" theme, with
Bronte's indoor "jungle" function-
ing as a symbol of her inner, as yet
unreleased passions (which only
George can release).
She works for a group called the
Green Guerillas, who plant gardens
in inner city ghettoes to give people
hope. George thinks it's ridiculous
and. tells her so. This is a hero who
smokes, drinks, eats foods high in
cholesterol and derides the liberal,
health-worshipping "organic"
lifestyle of Bronte and some of her
friends. He is a "man's man" and
of course, clashes with Bronte's
wimpy vegetarian boyfriend. .
As their relationship develops, we
see the editing go like this: he looks
at her, she looks at him, he looks at
her, she looks away, etc. Bronte
denies her feelings and her growing
attraction for George. The screen
shows her getting ready for bed,
then him, back and forth, and if
you're unsure of how to feel at any
given point, the music will tell you
how to feel.
The jungle music throughout the
movie represents the animal-lust
responses that grow in Bronte, in
contrast to the safe little gardens
that embody her life, and the music,
of course, comes from George, "a
man of passion." You just keep
wondering what George could pos-
sibly see in her. Even he admits that
he doesn't know. (And how does
the neighbor lady hear the off-
Bad hand dealtaudienc'es in Green Card
screen jungle drums?)
Of course Bronte realizes she's in
love when it's too late. Of Course
she's sitting in a dark room with the
rain pouring down around her. Of
course her parents and her good
friend saw the value in George that
she missed.
There is some nice photography in
this film,but nice photography can-
not be a substitute for originality.
The ending is nice, especially the
song, "Keep Your Eyes on the
Prize," composed especially for the
film by Harry Stewart, a former
member of New' York's homeless
community. The camera work
combines with his music to provide
a true warm fuzzy feeling. But how
much should a person
.plod through to
get
Film Review
by Jody Howard
The UniversityNews _
The timing's perfect for
Valentine's Day, but the movie's
all wrong. Although Green Card
contains the essential elements for a
nice little romance, this sluggish,
predictable movie limps along to its
inevitable ending. Instead of put-
ting the intended sparkle in your
loved one's eyes, it may put him/
her to sleep.
The plot centers on a Frenchman
(Gerard Depardieu) and a New
Yorker (Andie MacDowell) marry-
ing for convenience-he needs. a
green card from the Immigration
and Naturalization Service so that
he can stay in the United States, and
she needs to be married to rent the
apartment of her dreams (complete
with built-in greenhouse). The
complications occur when INS of-
ficials begin checking up on the
validity of the marriage and the
couple must prove their devotion to
one another.
French film star Depardieu makes
his American film debut with his
leading role as George, an out-of-
work composer "{ho falls for a
woman who thinks he's a "silly
French oaf." His acting presents no
problem, but his appearance takes
some getting used to; it's like pic-
turing Andre the Giant as a roman-
tic lead. His hulking refrigerator
build and interesting face grow on
you, though.
Andie MacDowell does the oppo-
site, growing more tiresome as the
movie progresses. She plays a
snobbish liberal, Bronte, who only
drinks decaf and "likes plants better
than some people." Her acting is
wooden and. unimaginative; she is
truly awful. Poor old George de-
serves better,
Written, produced and directed by
1U the
happy
ending?
Romantics
may enjoy this
movie in spite of
these flaws,' but
" YOU', can. "one
Lassie, Come
Home andgetthe
same effect with-
out all the fuss
and expense.
Green Card is
rated PG-13 and
is showing at
Excellence
Theatres.
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(r.Q1'piji:;11(tl'l~eed<ll1y~,weeks, gent music. to the Mob. This former school
mp.!1~~)'IJl1i."jl'lgontJie6:Q~l:I.m. Brigadier Jerry's word scheme is teacher is now educating through
~~J1r:e.~fr()IJ1Pllf&l,\t()f}':''XQu.'mowquick and fresh, unbleached and her tunes to a much larger and re-
~~lQjjd;'\Vije!1thakn(),!~~hlng of devoid of preservatives. Keeping ceptive audience .:
b.~d!qu1ria<mll¥~ homlcl~e~ee!'l hisJah Rastafari influence up front, Carol 'sJah Disciple againutilizes
vJllble!Ol*rk:lJpthe~y. W~ll,1D his messages move from the joy of theJahphilosophyand black/human
ap~slyeattempt J9 .expJolt . the freeing thatI19pular martyrNelson commentary to reach her audience.
m(j@, you reach for. a Momsey Mandela, to dreadlocks, the virtues Her vocals and lyrics can defrnitely
a!~IJm~l1FPY~91r.efreaf9fl11lture, of Bob Marley and then onto the stand independently, while plenty
BIlS!ld\er Jerry' IS aC<;ld1mtly.m- .~Iationof prcducing one's own of funky horns, rhythm and even
~n~~.. .;-. . ..' '..music. Jerryspewstongue-frol. some jazz guitar fill in the rest. It's
tl()*,.ij~n~lsWh~r.et1l()~.~~reh .ickingeffects,consistently. main- difficult to maintain an attitude when
·~m~I'l~S!IDc1l.~l'lgr;w1l.effim\lUInttainin~ ~hediversity of his sound. confronted with suchaggressivejoy.
W~~fPPf'YJWoPttlIR~;Whe~e .. Before On TheRoad,Jerryhad one Perhaps the niftiest thing about
~v~rg~11Sl!lc~weap~~;patheU9previouslllbuni, recorded with these two talented performers is that
PAAt~*P9~Y7~()tt()nblend~~!ts;when members of the Jamaican group, Mon.,Feb.18iboth will be breathing
sUW~h~hl.l1rcurls~dYlce yersa; TwelveTribes. Jamaica Iamaica, our same foggy Boise airdown at
wh~l'ltlI~l~lll1~su" f1~~()n~lm~.;.rri;U-ke(iili.etirst recl?rded.Jerry le- the Zoo (12th and Front streets).
BngadierJerry~atsaIIItt()okgally available, Prior to that re- Might I suggestto all attending-to
tOl:ms~tlIosemisemplevibesfr9m lease, Briggy only played live, and adoptabadmood upon yourarrival
.tl!.~OV~rta)(eds7stem. And like bootlegs were a coveted com mod- to watch it mysteriously and magi-
BrIgadIer Jfrry sqn . The Road, !!y. And for good reasons. cally disappear (the chances are
SIster Carol sJahDlsclpleseem.sto FemaleDJ's may be a rarit yon the more likely than seeing Sea Mon-
possess the same powers to reheve music scene, but Sister Carol holds keys grow!! I).
aU the pesky negativity of this civi- her own. Her interest in intelligent At least it's something to consider.
Marie Callender's Restaurant
& Bakery, Fairview: Valentine's
Day menu with free pie and bever-
age with each dinner purchase.
Murphy's Oyster Bar & Grill,
Broadway: live music 9 p.m-I a.m.
from Tauge &Faulkner .twoHappy
Hours (4:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m. and 10
p.m.-midnight), special Valentine's
dinner menu and, like every Thurs-
day, the "Tap of the Night" is just
$2.50 per 16 ounce mug and large
nachos are only $3.50.
Noodle's Pizza, Pasta, Pizzazz,
6th and Main: dinners priced at
$16.95 feature various main dishes
and include pizza, salad and bread;
heart-shaped pizzas and special
prices on half bottles of wine and
champagne.
Red Lion-Riverside, 29th and
Chinden: the Valentine's package
consists of an overnight stay in
regular guest room (Feb. 14, Ui or
16), complimentary bottle of cham-
pagne, fresh flowers, dinner for two
served in your room and a late
checkout time of 3 p.m. for only
$89 (suite packages available, $ 155-
$395).
Rick's Cafe American at The
Flicks, Fulton: many Valentine's
Day specials; wine by the glass or
bottle; dinner selection includes
linguine with smoked salmon and
pine nuts, chicken florentine,
mexican-style calamari and more
(follow your dinner with the films
Chopper Chicks in Zombietown,
Come See The Paradise, Vincent &
Theo or Mahabharata now show-
ing at The Ricks [$3 BSU student
tickets available at the SUB]).
The Sandpiper Restaurant,
. West Jefferson: special dinner
menu, Black Diamond will provide
the entertainment while The
Sandpiper provides a complimen-
tary glass of champagne and photo-
graph oflhe couple.·,~ v,' , .".
Xenon, Front: open specifically
for Valentine's Day 9pm-2am for
the annual CollegeNightBash, beer
specials on tap, $5 cover ... if you
loved the Halloween or New Year
parties, don't miss this one!
The Zoo, Front: get tickets now
to see Blue Oyster Cult on stage,
tickets $12 in advance.
And there you have our incom-
plete list of the valley's best clubs
and restaurants for Valentine's Day
1991; a little something for every-
one. If we've left out one or some
of your favorite spots, be sure to let
The University News know before
our March 11, 1991, issue in which
you'll find the best places to hit this
St. Patrick's Day.
Holiday Events
by Robert Bames
The University News _
Each Feb. 14, Boise's chilly
nightlife heats up as local hot spots
cater to the romantic whims of those
in love. If tradition holds, well-
dressed couples of the valley will be
wining and dining in droves this
Thursday night and, since the ma-
jority ofBoiserestaurants and clubs
will be accepting reservations, we
at The University News suggest
making a quick phone call before
attending any of the below, select
festivities.
Acapulco Mexican Restaurant,
Glenwood: free photograph of each
Valentine's Day couple, margaritas
only $2 and fajita dinner for two
only $13.95.
Amore, 10th and Jefferson: live
music provided by Johann Helton
playing classical guitar from 7 p.m-
10 p.m., complimentary glass of
champagne and a five course dinner
from a limited menu priced at just
$25 per person (also available ala
carte). .
Angell's Bar & Grill, One
Capitol Center, 9th and Main: spe·
cial Valentine's Day decor and menu
complete with a complimentary
his tattered old overcoat. Tmvis bottle of champagne.
Swartz is Akaky Akakievich and The Club Max, 29th and
Idllho veteran Trish Elledge plays Chin den: "Peppermint Heart"
Akaky's landlady and ally, Nena drinks for $2 and a free rose to the
Yegorovna. This trio comprises the fIrst 100 women attending the an·
principal roles who will bring nUal Romance Dance.
Akaky's 19th century Russian world Dino's, West Ememld: live mu-
to life and to the Boise stage. sic provided by Sticky Toys, free
The Overcoat serves as half of beer and champagne from 7 p.m.-9
the Idaho Theater for Youth's "sec· p.m., $1.25 well drinks and a free
~
ond arm," The "second arm" is the rose for the ladies.
part of the troupe's season in which Emeraid Club, South 9th:
all presentations are produced for Valentine's Sweetheart Ball Satur- .
adults as well as children. "There is day, Feb. 16 at 8:30pm, music and
.
l.: . something for every.o.neinthisPlay," costumes from the '50s, $2 cover.
.' "fi 'said'Peterson.·· "Wilh·thdJelements ;·<Giovanni's.· J Restorante,
ofreality and pantomime'combined, Fairview: reservations required for
the audience is forced lOhave their candlelight prime rib dinner, plus
imagination working all of the time," mood music by accordion, compli-
(The "first arm" consists of touring mentary flowers.
shows that are designed and pro- Hannah's, Main: $.50 "Water·
duced specifically for children and, melon" shots, $1 shots of schnapps,
it is estimated, perhaps as many as special Valentine's Day decor,live
40 percent of Idaho's elementary music by Secret Agents, no cover
aged children are culturally en· charge.
hanced by' ITY's touring produc- Heartbreak Cafe, Main: wine
lions each year.) and champagne specials; dinners
Opening Valentine's Day, you featuring king salmon, prime rib,
and your family will not want to ravioli with basil and shrimp, pasta
miss The Overcoat. Tickets are roses; and,as always, fresh flowers.
available at all Select-A-Seat loca· Louie's Pizza & Italian Restau-
tions for only $6.50 general admis- rant, West Idaho: medium-priced
sion and $4.50 for students. For large, heart·shaped pizzas; special
more information call the Idllho prices on combination dinners with
Theatre for Youth at 345-0060. select bottle of wine.
Overcoat makes for warm Valentine
has taken measures to ensure an
authentic look.
Tchaikovsky's music will also
play an important part of this theat-
rical treat Tchaikovsky's soaring
ballets and
several
other no-
t a b I e
pieces will
be prom i-
nentlyfea-
t u red
through-
o u l
Bolsea'n"
Chuck
Smith's
musical
arrange-
men 1.
Smith is
recog-
nized na-
tionally for
his musi-
cal stage
arrange-
ments and locally as the keyboardist
forBoise'sjazz group, Opus Pocus.
The Overcoat's cast includes
some of Boise's best professional,
improvisational actors and ac-
tresses. Glenn Hughes, as Gogol,
spins his story from only the rags of
Stage Preview
by William K. Stephan
The University News _
"Ifitis good theater,it will appeal
to everyone and The Overcoat is
certainly not a play just for kids," .
exclaimed director Dan Peterson.
IdIlho Theater for Youth is pulling
out all the theatrical stops for its
production of Nikolai Gogol's The
Overcoat, which is to be presented
Feb. 14, IS, 16 and Feb. 22 and 23
on Stage 11of the Morrison Center,
~"7J!;r.'.l:.ea9h ~v.ening..T~e Overcoal
lJ'san'entertainmg,creabveplay that
poignantly conveys the story of a
poor copy clerk's struggle to reo
main.warm through a bitter Sibe-
rian winter.
The play features effects that
spur the mind to creative levels. It
isa presentation unique for its light-
ing, scenic and costume design, sets,
sound and music, all working to·
gether to create a wonderful art.
Scenic and lighting director Bill
Reid is responsible for the play's
visual impact. Sound and s~cial
effects-designed by Micheal
Baltzell-are generated right on
stage; for example, you'll see and
hear an actual 19th century wind
machine turning out noisy gusts of
air. Costume designer Toni Hodge
Pampering top, tip for Valentine gift
- You buy her a terry cloth robe
.with her initials monogrammed on
the pocket.
- If you have children, you take
them out to dinner, allowing your
beloved alleast two hours of unin-
terrupted peace.
- Instead of a traditional
Valentine's Day card, you create a
card from at least three photos of
your courtship days.
- You tell her you would marry
her all over again.
- You plan a getaway weekend
trip, just for the two of you.
- You let her taste your entree at a
restaurant without complaining.
- If you've been married more
than five years, you do something,
anything, spontaneous._ You buy her something soft, This adorable terrier male
d
. bl k • Isonly 8 months old and
silky an lacy that IS not ac or • v e r y lively and frisky. He
red. • has a beautl- . ful blond fur coat and •
_ You buy her a piece of antique • wouldlovetohave a home where he ~
jeweJry,somethingsentimental,that • could get out and run and play. You can ;
looks as if it were worn by a long- • see this lIH1ecutle In. kennel #12 (1.0. #15361) ;
married woman. • . .' .!"t/.. '. ~
"""7 You bring home two plane tick- • ThIswonderfulllHie doggie· .,i:many other beautiful. cute. ~
ets to a place she has long wanted to • loving. lonely and deserving pets are available at the animal ~
visit. • shelter.· Houts: M-F 10 am to 7 pm. Sat & SlJ110 am to 6 pm. ;
: For more Info. call 342-3508. To visit. or volunteer. we are ~
:.. Iocatect at 4833 Dorman st.Boise. (Near the Boise airport). ~
.~ ,.\;.~.............................................................................. ...tiC'
- Share an afghan or blanket on
the living room couch while you
share a special poem or funny col-
umn.
-Tum in early.
Presents/or him:
These ideas are offered as inspira-
tion for women who want to show,
not tell, their feelings about the men
in their lives. .
- Present him with a "bouquet" of
magazines he enjoys.
- Give him a video of his favorite
movie, even if you can't stand it.
-" Buy him tickets to a game or to
an upcoming stage show.
- Give him a piece of equipment
hecan use while enjoying his hobby.
- Serve him pizza In bed.
- Have a sentimental photo of his
framed.
- Treat him to a day at a spa.
_ Present him with a case of his
preferred beer or a sixpack of his
wine of choice.
. -Grant him adayofffrom house-
hold chores. '
Presents /orher:
How do you love her? Let her
counl the ways:
_ You fiUher tub with warm water
and her favorite bath salts.
By JUDITH W. WINNE
and KEVIN GONZALEZ
CICopyricltt 1991. USA TODAY/Apple Colic&" Infer-
mali-OIl Netwcr~
If you want to get comfy, sweet
and sentimental with someone you
love Feb. 14, here are some tips:
- Light a fire in the fireplace, tum
off the lights and let the glowing
embers work their magic.
- Rent any video starring Tmcy
and Hepburn or Bogart and Bacall.
,- If you have children and a spare
videocassette recorder, arrange for
the kid dies to watch their own
movie. In another room.
_ Chill two wine glasses and fill
with an inexpensive, but dry, cham-
pagne. (Non-drinkers can sip mugs
of hot chocolate dotted with tiny
marshallows.)
-Order in food. If you get Chinese
take-out, tuck a special I-love-you
message in the fortune cookies.
- Make sure there are candles. A
candle-glow improves anyone's
appearance.
- Light the bathroom with candles
and soak in the bathtub or hot tub
for a while. Together. .
- Take the telephone off the hook.
-Turn off the television.
(JudithW: Winne and Kevin
Gonzalez write for the Camden
Courier-Post.)
SPB Classic Film set
Guess Who's COmil
The African Queen
Feb. 15.17.18
Guess Who's Comln
~~e~n~liberal beliefsgf
~~~eb:~t15Y~~~~~~A' . and17 .
Bofrlean Queen. starrlr
galt .15 the classic re
hollc skipper and a'prI
love during WorldWar
All showings startat 7
Facial double fealUrl
a
acctulV,tv
ltV
•s aff. alumnia
cord $1.
fiNAL SHOWING tONIGHti
foreign film weekend
continues with Dreams
Feb. 11stalling Aklra Terao and MltsU
narl
.
lsold. Director Aklra KUfOSOWa hos
agoln presented us wIttl a personal111mthat placeSI'I\I1llntb!l! ...pP9im
0s6
'ecMlon of \'Ilstor,/'s g(eatiJsr:-l'll'O~:';"
rna\(ers. He \'los cleated bleat\'\la\(-
Ing. stunning Images of elg\'lt dlffel-
ent and persona' dreams In a film
that will prove to be the pinnacle of
a brilliant directorial career. Dreams
Israted PGand s\"Iow"me Is7 p.m. In
the SPEC. Tlc\(ets are $3 general
admission: $2 facultY. stoff. alumni
and c\'llldren: and $1 BSustu
dents
with ac"vltv card.
A'M~Evening Wiifh '.oglel .. ;
April 11an aVid0
c!pend a......., ~perfield magical.>',,,,~~Ck' CoPpelll.
Performanc~~Hemixeshi sand
sible lIIuslO;S~thaordinal
muslcofGu • newa,
~arrYBelaro~~ Roses.'
P
opperfleld will b' Mozo
.m.lntheM eapp
S19.50'and orrlsonCen
Seat outlets 'fJe avollabl. eglnnlngF
MKOLAJ ~._;;:
GOGOL'S .
MORRISoN15 , ~6,22&.23 :'7:OO'P.ri
::-:O~':LTS'$4.£E~R §.!fGI: 2
.'", •••••~.~.~~ ALLSElECT~i"=---=. . . GUO '011 THlIlIUI.~OCAnONS
. . . .. ,.......
ToDinner the 1967 film that puts the
19fSpencer Tracy and Kathryn Hepburn
'~aughter brlngshomTe hCeyr~fa~~fI ~feed
poltler. Thisfilm was ra .
, th HepbUm and Humphrey
lrring Ka ~dVenture In whIch on oleo-
';~~~er confront danger and find
lor I. Feb. 15 an~d~th both shown asa
t 7 p.m. re~~rAdmlsslon Is$3 general:
~6~~~hlldren 52: BSIJ students with valid
-
",,", ..:
ll>'eveillngWlth David
IrIletd's dlstfnc"ve blend of
once, and suWXInse has
~~~. '~"~"ii/iQ""
r'laryandSeemlngIYi=~:':
aal11crtlc setffngs and the
s,Van Holen, Rossfnl,sting
~zartand Peter Gabriel'
opearlng at 5:30 and 8'30
enter. TIcketsareSI5and
lble through all select afeb 15. • •
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By Lily Looney
The Unlverslfy News
Lance Vaughn, Boise State start-
in~ guard, is the epitome of the
cliche "good things come in small
packages." '
Vaughn stands 5 feet 10 inches
tall and w~ighs in at 145 pounds.
For the mo.~tpart, opposing guards
have out-sized him by an average
4.7 inches and about 20 pounds, but
Vaughn can and has matched or
exceeded every opponents' drive,
spirit and intensity.
Vaughn is packed with concen-
trated power and plays with a big-
man syndrome. Like the Saturday
Night Special, Vaughn is small but
efficient. This sophomore from
Orofino is known for his fast-as-
lightning quickness, his agility and
his love for the game. He shows
tremendous talent, and his abilities
are developing further with every
practice. He is learning and grow-
mg.
"Anybody who says they know it
all, that they've learned all they can,
they're wrong," said Vaughn. "You
can always learn more. You can
learn from all kinds of people."
When asked how long he had
been playing basketball, he paused
for a moment, looked up and an-
swered, "I can't remember not
playing." He remembers his father
putting a ball in his hands when he
was little. His father, Albert Vaughn,
is a school district superintendent,
so Lance remembers always having
access to the grade school gymna-
sium. "I would go down there all of
the time and just shoot around," he
said.
"It was natural forme to teach him
to play. I was coaching at the time,
~y Chereen My~rs
The Unlverslfy News
Pumping iron, studying and going
to classes are all in a day's work for
Bronco wrestler Mitch Mansfield.
The 23-year-old senior enjoys his
sport but admits that sometimes the
load gets heavy;
"It gets pretty tough sometimes,"
, he said. Mansfield li~htens up on
credits during wrestlmg season to
help balance out his hectic.sched-
ule. '
An average day for the physical
past 14 years. She started Club
Gymnastics, when she was eight,
after her mother noticed the gleam
of excitement that came over Seeley
when she watched gymnastics on
television. 'Seeley said she feels
gymnastics has shown her the dis-
ciplineand thedetermination it takes
to get what you want in life. .
Seeley loves Boise and says it's
not much different from Sacramento.
She plans to go back home after she
gets her B.A. to continue her educa-
tion at California State in Sacra-
mento. Seeley is the youngest of a
family of five. She feels college has
helped develop her inner-self and
who she is today compared to who
she was three years ago.
"Being a gymnast is my career, I
so I would take him along. He loved
all kinds of sports. My office, at the
time, was across the street from the
gym, so he would go there and
practice while he waited for me, or
we'd go there together," his father
recalled. "We bought him an over-
sized basketball uniform when he,
was a boy. He thought it was great.
He'd wear it all the time. I don't
think I ever pushed him into basket-
ball, I wanted him to enjoy it, In
fact, I thought he'd be a better base-
ball player," the senior Vaughn said.
Lance was the pitcher for his high
school team, picking up one varsity
letter before he broke his arm as a
freshman.
"That kind of ended his baseball
career," his father said, "buthedidn' t
stop playing basketball. He always
played with so much confidence. It
oozed out of every pore."
His senior season of high school
Vaughn averaged 29 points, six as-
sists, six steals, and three rebounds
per game. He scored 48 points in a...
single game. He was named the most
valuable player in the district and
also received all-state honors.
Vaughn walked on the Bronco
team midway through last season.
"I was kind of disappointed that no
one recruited me out of high school,
but when they were short-handed
last season, I jumped on the oppor-
tunity to help out, It was my chance
to getmy foot in the door and maybe
earn a scholarship," explained
Vaughn.
Last season Vaughn played only
25 minutes in seven games at point
guard. He scored 10 points, came
down with four rebounds and made
one assist. His foot was in the door.
Vaughn made his grand entrance
this season when the Broncos faced
Utah State.
education major includes an early
morning run before his 9:40 class
then a three hour practice in the late
afternoon. He fits in a short break in
between classes. .
Studying during the season proves
to be a challenge for Mansfield,
who tries to study at night and over
the weekends. Excessive traveling,
however, makes it nearly impos-
sible for him, to keep up his
schoolwork.
Wrestling can also induce injuries
including knee sprains, shoulder,
elbow and joint problems.
It'salljustapartofthejob,though,
•• s
plan to make my sport a part of
whatever career I get involved in,"
said Seeley.
Hard work is not a foreign concept
for Seeley. Determination and
dedication for her career in gym-
nastics has shown that. She ema-
nates many admirable qualities,
Seeley has high expectations for
herself which are shown through
the demanding schedule she keeps
and the success-oriented people she
surrounds herself with.
Seeley definitely fits the role of
the independent '90s woman, not
only because she is goal-oriented
butalso because she follows through
with those goals.
---,------Em~
"I think that's got to be my best
game this season," said Vaughn.
"It was my first start. I played well,
and I was really happ'y about that,"
People have descnbed Vaughn's
style with adjectives like quiet,
flashy, reserved, cocky, gifted and
overrated. Take one lookathim and
you can pick out the words that
don~t apply. Yaughn isquie~,and
shy. He ISvery reserved and believes
in working hard.
"A lot of players talk a lot out on
the court. I don't. I don't need to.
I just play the game. I play serious
and work hard," he said.
Vaughn says he a superstitious.
player. He tries todo the same things
in the same ways on game day.
Whatever he does must work. The
ambidextrous Vaughn provides
outstanding performances and gives
100 percent.
Vaughn, the Bronco's starting
point guard, plays from a leader-
ship position on the court. He feels
comfortable there and likes the role
he plays. "I'm at the spot where I
want to be. I want the ball. I like
being in a position where I can
control things. That's all on the
court. Off of the court, I'mjust me.
Shy. Quiet," he said.
. Vaughn is a sophomore physical
education/secondary education
major with hopes of a good career.
"I would like tobea coach. I don't
think I'll ever get tired of this game.
I want to be able to help young
people develop their potential. I
want to be happy," he said.
Right now, helping this year's
team reach the Big Sky tournament
and possibly other post season ac-
tion would make Lance Vaughn the
happiest little man in basketball.
,1
Boise State student athelete profiles
said Mansfield, who is not con-
cerned about the long-term effects
of wrestling.
Dieting, never an enjoyable task,
is a constant part of the athlete's
life.
"You really have to watch it before
amatch," he said. Mansfield weighs
in at 190-195 pounds and must
weigh in on a re~lar basis.
All things considered, the wrestler
from Shelley is happy with his ca-
reer at Boise State and is looking
forward to an exciting future. .
7
LILYLOONEY
Athletic
department
throws its
weight
around
The Boise StateVarsity Center
weight room is accessible to the
football team, the men's basketball
team,thewomen'sbasketball team,
the volleyball team, the wrestling
team, the tennis team, the gymnas-
tics team, the cheerleaders, and the
Main Line dancers, but it is not
open for use by Boise State's body
building team. Hmmm?
Instead, the body builders have to
use the aging, state oflast century's
art equipment available at the Aux-
i~iaryGymnasium. Crud.
Or, they could fork out the big
bucks (which, need I remind you,
comes sparingly to the average
ramen and macaroni and cheese-
eating, Keystone beer-drinking,
once a month clothes-laundering
college student) to cover initiation
fees and membership costs at a lo-
cal fitness club. I don't think so.
"Anathlete, you
know, is some-
.""QDe.",trianing .:to
contend in feats
of strength or
agility. Like the
Main Line danc-
ers (yah, right)."
Sophomore body builder Mitch
Hodge,last year's Big Sky cham-
pion, does pay the price - in time
and money - to prepare himself to
represent Boise State University.
He is one of20 athletes preparing to
compete at the collegiate level.
None of them, however, have ac-
cess to Boise States creme de la
creme weight training facility.
Why not? Perhaps because they
are not considered athletes. An
athlete, you know, is someone
training to contend in feats of
strength or agility. Like the Main
Line dancers (yah, right) - to whom
the doors of the weight training
facility are always open.
Here'sanidea. Maybeit'sbecause
the body building team won't pull
in the cold, hard, green stuff that our
beloved school is looking to bury
itself in? Sounds like the average
institution of higher learning.
The question is, if the body
building team is out there to repre-
sent Boise State University, why
don't they have the opportunity to
takeadvantageofthesame facilities
and equipment as the next guy
wearing the old blue and orange?
If it's good enough for the Boise
State drill team it's good enough for
the body building team that boasts
the Big Sky champion.
Wake up, athletic department. Let
a championship team throw its
weight around where they
deserveto- in the Varsity Center
weight room. .
Lily Looney's basketball com-
mentaries will return in the next
issue of the University News.
'14-1;9
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by gathering a point's worth of
riding time.
Senior Mitch Mansfield (7-7)
clocked in another top-notch per-
formance beating junior Wright
Noel (II-I) in an 18-7 matchup.
Sophomore Dean Hastriter
wrestled at the heavyweight bracket
this week where he more than
doubled his opponent's score.
Haslriter (7-12) racked up 14points
toBrigham Young'ssixpoints, The
team score jumped to 23 and the
Broncos were victorious over the
Cougars who scored IS team points.
The Broncos will travel to Oregon
this week where they wiJI compete
in three separate meets in as many
days. February 14 they meet up
with Portland State before they face
University of Oregon on February
IS. The Bronco wrestlers make their
final stop at Oregon State to take on
the Beavers February 16.
The Pacific-lO Championships
will kick off post-season action
February 23-24 at Stanford.
however, dropping both the 118-
and 126-pound contests. Then, in
came Oklahoma sophomore Larry
Garrison. Garrison (12-9-1) got the
fire started in the Bronco squad as
he pulled off an exciting 12-10 win
over BYU's Don VanTassell.
VanTassell (I 1-10-1) isa freshman.
Boise State junior Carl Zamora
(19-12-2) out matched his BYU
opponent as he came out the winner
in a 13-10 decision. Zamora faced
Utah sophomore John Allen (I-I).
NelsNelson(17-S-I),a ISO-pound
senior, handily outscored his op-
pone?t. sophomorePhil~strong,
9~2. Nelson's win Jilted Boise
State's score to 12 while Brigham
Young stayed behind with 7.
Paul Jackson (7-12), at 167
pounds, maneuvered a close triumph
over Craig Lamont (9-11), a
Brigham Young sophomore. The
two were tied at 2 points with less
than a minute to go in the third
period. Lamont was able to tie the
score after being handed one point
as the result of a Boise State cau-
tion. Jackson pulled off the victory
versity in Bulgaria as a physical
education major and was selected to
play on the Bulgarian National
Women's Basketball team.
The Bulgarian team was in Se-
attle, Washington last July and Au-
gust playing in the Goodwill Games.
Lisa Oriard, now aBronco Assistant
Coach was working the games as a
team liaison representative.
Varbanova approached Oriard and
told her of her desire to play bas-
ketball in America. Oriard came to
Boise State to work and Varbanova
followed to play basketball.
Varbanova is a sophomore and is
now majoring injoumalism. Some
day she would like to be a sports-
writer. For now she is happy in
Boise and plans on finishing her
college career playing for Boise
State. After college, a career in
professional basketball interests her.
It seemed as if Varbanova wanted
to leave her past behind her.judging
from herunwiUingness to talk much
about herlife in Bulgaria. Her short
description painted a harsh, bleak
and cold view of Bulgaria.
But Varbanova'seyes sparkle-and
a smile lights her face when asked
about her likes in her new home.
"I like shopping, the stores and
music. In Bulgaria, everything is
empty," she said.
A few minutes speaking with
~Lidiya causes one to pause and re-
o fleet with gratitude on the good
things that so many of us take for
granted in the United States.
-------;
Wrestlers whip Cougars
-----1EiI
MATCH ANALYSIS
By Lily Looney
The University News
After placing sevenih of ele\len
teams in the Oklahoma State Cow-
boy Classic last week, the Bronco
wrestlers returned home to a full
house at Bronco Gymnasium.
Saturday night, in the final home
meet of the 1991 season, a fired-up
Boise State squad had the crowd
roaring as they soundly whipped
Western Athletic Conference op-
ponentandlong-timerival Brigham
Young Cougars 23-15.
The Broncos got off to slow start,
By Jim Covillon
The University News
Last week Boise State studentath-
lete Lidiya Varbanova was named
Big Sky Cenex/Land 0' Lakes
Women's Basketball "Athlete of
the Week."
This recognition was due in part to
her performance against Northern
Arizona last week when she set a
Bronco record, shooting II-II in
field goals and two for two from the
foul line. Honors such as this will
become routine for this6 foot4 inch
center as she becomes more confi-
dent with the team and also with
living her life in the United States.
Lidiya Varbanova was born on
December 26,1970 in Varna, Bul-
garia, the second largest city in the
country. She left her country and
her family on a quest to fulfill a
dream. This dream was about free-
dom and making personal choices
not limited by economics, politics
or social structures.
When asked about her homeland,
Yarbanova's shy smile froze over
and became etched in pain. She said
many changes are taking place in
Bulgaria and other Warsaw Pact
nations.
"Countries are changing their
government, the change is good,"
she said, Varbanova seemed wor-
ried about her family and didn't
want to talk about the changes af-
fecting Bulgaria.
How Varbanovaended up playing
basketball for the Broncos is a story
in itself. She was attending a uni-
llf.
~~Irl
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Local support group rallies around Desert Storm relatives
in response to current needs and
focuses on emotional suppon,
rather than political consideration.
The meetings are a time
for people to express their
feelings, frustrations and
the impact the war is hav-
ing on their families.
The support group is
monitored by Robert
Payne M.S.S.W., and Jan
Webb-Payne R.N. Payne,
a 1986graduateofBSU's
Department of Social
Work, is currently the
clinical director of Idaho Center
for Family Development Webb-
Payne, a 1985 graduate of the nursing
department at BSU, is a child thera-
ily members serving in the Gulf,
with instructions on what to do if
they were killed and what sort of
funeral arrangements they
wanted made."
Payne, a counselor, is
there primarily to get the
group started, then the
families take over and
open their feelings toward
each other.
When children attend,
Webb-Payne provides
them with personal atten-
tion and support through
the use of games and similar ac-
tivities. They later return to the
adult group and finish the session.
"Addressing issues families
don't usually discuss together such
as death, brings the family closer
together. Also if other family
members are not_around to lend
their support, the group becomes
the needed support," Payne said.
There's no limit to the group's
size. When the support group
reaches 15 to 20 families another
support group will be formed. There
isn't an obligation and individuals
may attend whenever they feel the
need to. The groups will continue
to meet as long as there's need.
Although therearesupportgroups
offered by the military and other
agencies, they are primarily infor-
mational and not as focused as the
Coping with War group. Most of
the other groups allow the media to
attend meetings.
"This won't happen here," Payne
said.
For more information, contact the
Community Relations Department
of Intermountain Hospital of Boise
. !It 377-8400.
,~- By Jeff Enrico
The University News
Families with relatives involved in
Operation Desert Storm need more
than media support for the troops,
they need support from each other.
Coping with War, a local support
group, has begun meeting at
Intermountain Hospital of Boise,
located at 303 N. Allumbaugh off
Franklin Road, every Tues. at 7:30
p.m. The group is specifically for
family members and concerned
friends of all ages.
This particular group was formed
"Several people attending talked about
getting letters from family members serv-
Ing In the Gulf, with Instructions on what
to do If they were killed .,"
During the non-snow off season !hc U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members used !hi:"Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's right-
20 pounds in 14 daysl The buis of!hcdiet is chcmicaI food action and wudevised
by a flUllous Colorado physician especially Corthe U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy
is maintained (very importantl) while reducing. You keep "full" -no starvation
_ because the diet is designed !hat way. It's a diet that is easy to follow whe!her
you work, travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet, If it weren't, the U.S.
Women's Ski TClUII wouldn't bepermitted to usc it! Right? So, give yourself the
SlUllCbrealt !hc U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even
ifyou'vc lrieda11 theo!herdiets, you owc it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Teem DieL That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order
-e-t today. Tear Ibis OUl U a reminder.
Send only SI0.00 (SI0.s0 CorRushServicc)- to: SUmQulk, P.O. Box 103,
Dept. 2R, Hayden, ID 83835. Don't order unless you want to lose 20 pounds in ,
two weeks! Because !hat's what the Ski Team Diet will do.e 1990
LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
pist,
"There was a very positive response
by the seven families that attended
last night's initial meeting," Payne
said. "There were discussions on how
to deal with the death of a relative due
to the war. Several people attending
talked about getting letters from fam-
Famous U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet
Sun Valley Gear
o:I<lSY
FAClORY PllOf
"Reflection Is our Business"
Upper level
Boise Towne Square
323-0337
, .....
If you thought that finding a color
Madntosh' system you could afford
r_ was just a dream, then the new; affordable Macintosh LC is a dream
come true.
. The Macintosh LC is rich incolor. Unlike many computers that can display
only 16colors at once, the Macintosh LCexpands your palette to 256 colors.
It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets
you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.
like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well
on yourway to learning them all. The Macintosh LCeven lets you share infor-
mation with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to
the versatile APple· Superlirive" which can read from and write to Macintosh,
MS·DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you. Then pinch
yourself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.
For more information please visit the
Business Building
. Room 116
'-~'
•• The power to be your best'"
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Habitat for Humanity
helps build homes for Bolse families
By Donna Bankhead
TheUnwersity News
Boise's shortage of low income
housing is minimal when compared
to the shortages faced by most large
Americancities. Nonetheless, Boise
does have its share of people in
need of affordable housing. One
organization working to fill that
need is Boise Valley Habitat for
Humanity, a non-profit Christian
groupwhich builds homes using
volunteer labor and donated funds
and materials. Although it is new to
Boise, it is affiliated with Habitat
programs nationally and interna-
tionally. One of Habitat for
Humanity's most celebrated volun-
teer laborers is former president
Jimmy Carter.
Bob Frazier, president of the board
of directors of the Boise Valley
Habitat for Humanity, stresses that
Habitat is not a charity organiza-
tion. The homes the group builds
are sold, not given away to needy
families, . .
Frazier explains how Habitat
works. "We find families that need
a good place to live but that just
don't have enough money to pay
the kind of rent required," he said.
A committee selects the families
for whom homes will be built, bas-
ing this selection on several factors.
"We make sure, not only that they
need the house, but that they'll take
care of the house, and that they'll
have the means to pay for it. In
other words, they have to be a self-
supporting family."
~IThe·.family receiving the .bouse
must make a doWn payment but not
a monetary one. They must put 500
hours of work into the construction
of their own home or another Habi-
tat home.
Homes are built specifically for
the families that will live in them. If
the family has three children and
they need a four-bedroom home,
said Frazier, then a four-bedroom
home is built. If an older couple
with no children needs a home, a
small two-bedroom house is built.
In Boise, the average three-bed-
room Habitat home, lot included,
will cost approximately $40,000 to
build. Habitat provides interest-
free loans to the families who buy
the homes, putting the monthly
mortgage payment at about $200. fully intends to continue working
This money is reinvested into other with Habitat, "I am so excited about
Habitat homes. 'the whole Habitat for Humanity
While costing about $40,000 to program that I will find ways to
build, the home can be worth keep involved with them," she said.
$55,000 to $60,000. To protect the "I'll help build houses, I'll help
organization, Habitat requires clean lots, I'll help find volunteers.
homebuyers to sign a contract stat- I will continue to do those things
ing.that,ifthebuyerneedstosellthe even after my obligation is done
home, he will sell itback to Habitat simply because the value of this
for the amount he has paid on the program in our area is boundless."
mortgage. Garcia is a single, working mother
Boise'sftrstHabitathomeisnear- who receives only sporadic child
ing completion, projected to be fin- support. She feels there are many
ishedinaboutamonth. Bob Fritsch, people in Boise in her same finan-
a volunteer, talks about the pro- cial position, people who work hard
gram. "The progress this group has and want to provide a nice home for
made is absolutely unbelievable, in their families but can't afford to.
terms of starting from scratch some Habitat for Humanity has been her
six or seven months ago. They've solution.
already got a house up, the roof is . "To anyone who has an ounce of
on, it's insulated - they've really love in their heart, a desire to see
done a remarkable job." people get into better positions, and
Fritsch said that volunteers need a desire or need to share their tal- L...----------------Ph-O-IO-b-y-B-ri-an-B-eck-er .....-;
not have special skills in order to ents, I would recommend that they Habitat for Humanity builds homes using volunteer
work with Habitat. All kinds of volunteer themselves to Habitat for labor and donated funds and materials.
people--kids, men, women, older Humanity," said Garcia. "Habitat ~ - __ -- __ -_--:="
people--havevolunteeredtheirtime is a very exciting program because ~
to build the house. "On a construe- when you're finished with a house, '
tion job, there are always plenty of you know there's going to be a . O.
'strong back, weak mind' types of family there, and children are going
jobs. There are always three or four to grow up in better circumstances ear ue
folks who know what they 're doing than they would have otherwise. .
and they'll give directions to any- It's a good program. It provides
one that's willing to work," said housing, it provides a sense of ac- . .~......'
Fritsch, complishment, not only for the vol-
"Working with Habitat is a really unteers, but for the people that are
worthwhile endeavor," he contin- moving in. And from the point of
ued, "and I would encourage any view of the person who's getting
students who are looking for real the first Habitat house, I can't begin
meaningful volunteer efforts to to tell you how beloved Ifeel. People
consider it." . -: are volunteering on my house who
.Vikke Garcia and·her'1O;'ari4ill-~I've:n'ever· mel, and tAey tell me
year-old sons are the future owners they're so pleased to do It. That
of the home. "You can't imagine makes me feel really good,"
what it's like to see the lot with that Habitat plans tostartanother house
house on it, I can recollect in Octo- as soon as Garcia's is completed.
ber when we had the ground break- Currently, there are about 150
ing ceremony, it was full of shrubs families who have applied for
and garbage and old boards and Habitat homes. How quickly they
trees," Garcia said. She, her sons, can be built depends on the dona-
and friends spent hundreds of hours tions Habitat receives. "We're try-
clearing the lot before the building ing very hard right now to get dona-
could begin, and Garcia helped put tions to finish the house we're
up part of the house's framework. working on," said Frazier. "But we
Her brother-in-law is volunteering always seem to get the money when '
his time as the master builder for the we need it,"
project, and a close friend roofed Anyone interested in working with
the house. or donating to Habitat for Human-
Although her 500-hourwork obli- .ity can contact Bob Frazier at 375-
gation will probably be fulfilled 4383, or write to Habitat at P.O.
once, the house is finished, Garcia Box 6571, Boise, ID 83707.
Mark Davis speaks for: .
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Haircuts
$7.5J-
THIRD DIMENSION CUTS
No appointment salons
Good Through 2/23/91
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JONLAUTREC
Hypnotist Extraordinaire
Saturday February 16
2 Shows SUB Ballroom
2:00pm
seminar for children and parents on
Memory Techniques
Free to BSU Students
7:30pm
Hypnotist Show
$3.00 to BSUSfudents $6.00 general public
lhe stunning display of Hypnotism and Mentalism holds every
audience. young and old. spell bound. Jon Lautrec's demonstra-
f10ns of the mental arts are totally compelUng one minute.
hilariously funny the next. To say that the performance by this
seasoned protesslonolls unforgettable Is to absolutely mlrbnz.e
literally thousands of endorsements. He has received unlV9I8CII'
acclolm from a full spectrum of. enthusiastic andthorougNy
satisfied audiences ranging from unlverslfles and business ftnc-
f10ns to Social gatherings and show lounges.
Sponsored by family Activlties(SPB)
TICketSaVailable crt 5elect-a-seat
,'. i
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Much as he tried to convey the opposite,
Raoul's heart was not In the right place.
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. ACROSS
1 Reef
6 Ancient Italian
12 Well-balanced
13 - grounds
15 Notorious queen
(2 wds.)
18 Small demon
19 Mends
20 Japanese money
21 Spanish rivers
23 Proverb
24 Sneaker part
25 Speed unit
26 Slangy diamonds
27 Roman road
28 Hygienic
31 Tourist accessory
33 8oston -
34 Distort
35 College lecturer
38 Free from im-
. purities
42 Words of de-
termination
43 Trigonometry
abbrevf atfon
44 Japanese monastery
45 - antique 14 Biological classes
46 Hakes the ffrst bid 16 Points opposite to
48 Half of movie team the zenith
49 Mr. Whftney 17 ".Best Actor" of
50 Part of a carpentry 1938
joint 22 Payment
51 Suffix for real 24 Marine mollusks
52 Well-known general 29 Suffix for simple
(3 wds.) 30 Likely
57 Having floors 31 College in L.A.,
58 Those beyond help Southern -
59 Sweet 32 College major
60 A 9reat number of 34 Sift, as grain
35 Greg Lougani s ,
tit a1.
36 Spotted cats
37 North American deer
38 Wicked person
39 Laid a new floor
40 Pencil parts
41 - "Inferno"
43 - Gonzales
46 Fine fur
47 Becomes tangled
53 Work unit
54 Inlet
55 Bird of Mythology
56 Watson and Cri ck
discovery
DOWN
1 Endurance
2 Barbed spear
3 Part of a kfmono
4 Fermented drf nk
5 You can -
horse ...
6 - cake
7 Get up
8 - vivant
9 Suffix for attract
10 Potassfum.-
11 One who allures
12 Certa fn smil es
Toth.~ve~~ ~J1(
First of all, I've never written to an advice column before. Not that I
haven't needed advice, it's just that I've never wanted to burden others
with my problems .
Anyway, this Is the deal: my sister is three years younger than I am; she
is married with a six-year-old step-daughter and has a brand new baby.
We are extremely close, but while growing up, we had our share of
conflicts. We wrestled, rough-housed, but it was just plain physical.
Sometimes, she or I would get hurt· - no broken bones, no blood, just
bruises and scrapes, etc. I have always been physical Py nature .
We've joked about these times (which ended when I was about 16) and, I
thought, we had grown beyond them. Unfortunately this last weekend on
a visit, my sister - - in a stressed moment - - blurted out that I used to
torture her. She was serious, tool
Now, if I ever tortured her I surely didn't see it that way. Torture is
premeditated and purposeful. I never meant to hurt her. We were playing,
for crying out loudl
My problem Is that I've honestly forgotten about almost all of those times
growing up where either of us got hurt and I've forgiven her completely·
for any hurts I may have incurred. Why is she stili carrying this around
after all those years? I'm feeling very guilty and I don't think I deserve to.
Am I wrong? Should I seek counseling? .
Sincerely
Dear Sincerely,
Sometimes we need to turn to someone, even if it is to someone who
writes an advice column. Your letter is appreciated, for there may be
others that can Identify with this or other Issues that are similar to yours.
One more thing, you are not a burden. I am sure it takes courage, even
in this form, to want to help yourself and that is healthy. So, let's proceed .
I'm sure there are many who can empathize with your situation. Old hurts
that are thrown, by siblings, relatives, and/or friends, in someone' face al
a later date, that possibly should or could have been dealt with long
before. When instances like this occur, later in life, they tend to sting
much more than If they (whoever is feeling these held onto hurts) had
addressed the situation while it was occurring.
There are several factors at work here. Here's some food for thought.
Perhaps your sister did not feel she could say anything before and it took
a moment of weakness or high level stress to blurt out how she felt.
Maybe she stuffed it for so long .that she felt she had to get it out. Even if
you don't perceive your playing around as torture, to her, her truth. for
now, is that you did. That does not make her right or you wrong, it is her
present perception and she Is entitled. Then again, there could be other
influences that made her reveal her feelings. and perceptions (i.e.
relationship problems, her perception of men, her self-esteem, she just
had a child of her own, recalling her life, dissatisfaction in some area of
her life, deep hidden agendas or maybe she just needed to explode and
directed that toward you, knowing that those who truly love her will not
desert her). Maybe she just needed to release some pressure off herself
and you just happened to be there. Maybe shewas projecting. Time will
reveal all this to you, you just have to be patient and continue to love her
if you so choose and continue to love yourself.
There is something else that needs addressing and that Is the guilt that
you feellfelt. You are the only person that can make yourself feel this
way. We are each responsible for how we feel. Sometimes that is real
hard for us to believe, but, when someone projects themselves on us, we
are the ones that choose how to feel about what has been reflected.
Example: if someone tells you that you are beautiful, who is responsible if
that makes you feel good or however you may feel about that statement?
... the same as when someone says we are a torturer, who is respon-
sible for how it makes you feel? And should we choose to feel guilty
about something that is reflected to us, could this be an issue long
hidden within the self that might be worth taking an intrinsic look at? This
is our personal power, to choose. Use Is wisely. .
In regards to counseling: you know best if you need counseling. If this Is
a pattern in your life, then perhaps it might be a good idea. Often times,
when we come to understand the self, we become more aware of why
we respond and react In the fashion/manner (s)that we do. Understand-
ing and knowing why can make it easier to release the old patterns.
I wish you the best of luck in resolving your situation with your sister and
with yourself. Thank you for sharing. God bless you and thank you for the
endearing salutation.
BJ
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NO GIMMICKS·EXTRA IN·
COME NOW! ENVELOPE
STUFFING-$600-$800 every
week-Free Details: SASE to
Brooks International, Inc., P.O.
Box #680084, Orlando, FL
32868.
LookIng for a fraternhy, so·
rorlty or student organIzation
that would like to earn $500-
$1000 for aone week on-cam-
pusmarketingproject. Must be
organized and hard working.
CallCynthia or Jeanine at (800)
592-2121 ext. 120.
CRUISESHIP EMPLOYMENT
Guidebook and Listings. For
completedetails send $1.00 to:
P.O.Box15152,Dept.C5,Boise,
Id., 83715-5152.
ASSEMBLER! earn as much
as$980.00weeklyworkingpart!
full-time for our Company at
home easy work anyone can
do. Call. Amazing recorded
message 1-212-978-3440 24
hrs.
Read Books for pay-$45,OOO
per Annual Income potential.
Call for amazing details 24 hrs.
1-212-978-3835.
DREAM JOBS.NOW!
SPRING/SUMMER
Want a paid vacation in para-
dise? Hawaii,Californoria,
Florida, cruiseships, naU.parks
& more. 100's of addresses/
telephone #s guaranteed.
Call 1-900-226-2644$3/min:
Part time assistant. Secre-
tarial, Domestic, Errands, etc.
$4.50/hr. Eclipse Productions
336-7340.
The UniversIty Treasury Cor·
poratlon is seeking campus
representativesforUTC-Jobline.
Please call Maureen at (708)
205-1099. If you are not inter-
ested in becoming a campus
rep,but would like to showcase
your resume to over 100,000
employers worldwide, please
request a form at (800) 333-
0385.
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Mise
Have a CONFLICT or Two??
Call 385-1440 and ask for
Student Mediation Services.
A new service available to stu-
dents in needof a helping hand
and best of all it's FREE..
Adult Children Anonymous
Meeting
Monday, Tuesday 12-1
SPEC Blue room
Open meetings
AA meetings
12-1 Monday thru Friday
University Christian Church
Room4
Valentlne'sSlnglngTelegram!
Jumbo Singing Heart with a
candy gift. $25.00. HIRE·A·
WIRE Singing Telgrams. Call
384-0768..
WeddIng photography doesn't
needto be expensive! Weoffer
Quality" professional wedding
coverage at prices the students
can afford. Call us at Sundance
Phototofinghowwecanfillyour
photographic needs: 343-1416
or 378-4577. Use the money
yOU'llsave with us and have a
nicer honeymoonI
HOUSEKEEPER-Domestic
duties and care for 4 and 7 year
old boys, afternoons three days
per week. 384-1950.
Mature responsIble room·
mates. Two rooms available.
Male or female roommates
welcome. One room $190 util.
incI. One room $200 util. incl.
One block from campus. Call
336-6575Th-Monday between
7:00-10:00areyour bestbets. If
I'm not home, please try again.
Roommate needed. $200.00/
month+ shareof utilities. Large
2 bedroom duplex. Gootlloca-
tion. Nicely furnished. 336-
5197.
Rommate(s) Wanted
We h~ve2 roomsopen to male/
female students with socially
redeemingqualities. Beautiful5
bedroomestatejust11/2blocks
away from campus on Lincoln
andBeacon. 11/2bath,garage,
pet options available, new car-
pet, kltchenfloorinQ,etc. Allthis
for the low-low pnce of, about
$150.00 utilities are included.
Call Dave,Ramone,or Spike at
3~6-2181.
-
~~\~:~:-.."~
PERSONALS 1
WANTED: Maturewomenwho
wish to correspond with a mao
ture, black, incarceratedcollege
student. Your sincere reply de-
serves mine.
WRITETO:
Dana Dennard' #84C984
149 Exchange St.
Attica N.Y. 14011-0149
~. ...... ' .
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... .- '., ~-;,"~-,-.Nude, Cont'd from Front
"We are in a position of being
censors, and that is. bad," said
Meyer. "If we can find a place to
exhibit the art. I would have no
problem of showing it."
Gallery Director Valerie Galindo
was repeatedly contacted by the
University News on Friday and
Saturday, but did not return any of
the calls ..
I feel like this is an outdated rule,
and people have to be willing to
change it," said art student Mary
Kelley Morrison, who is challeng-
ing the rule with Blaesing this
week. "To have a women's exhi-
bition and to not allow nudes is
outrageous. It's like we are sup-
posed to be ashamed of our bod-
res, It's our work and it's our ex-
pression." .
BSU has an administrativepolicy
which prohibits posting of obscene
material, the determination of
which "rests with the Physical
Plant." It specifically prohibits
"sketches of persons in lewd acts."
grams. But in looking toward the
year 2000, he felt that perhaps there
will have to be uade-offs, as there
are in all opportunities. . .
On the other hand, the students
fear their degree won't be as market-
able coming from the Vo-Tech
school. They don't like losing the
option of getting the associate de-
gree, then at some point coming
back for two more Years and picking
up a bachelors degree. Under the
new proposal this would not be pos-
sible and those students wishing to
earn a four year degree would have
to stan from scratch. There would
be very few transferrable credits and
an elimination of duplicating classes
offered in both colleges, because
core credits are transferrable and
Mid-Management/Marketing
classes are not.
Lane was instrumental in develop-
ing the program and is currently the
only professor and advisor. There
are approxiniately 100 Mid-Man-
agement/Marketing majors.
"Regardless of where it's housed,
it needs updated for the students and
the community" said Lane. "It is
and always has been a business and
a vocational degree."
It is a very personal issue to Lane.
He cares about the program, even as
he gets closer to retirement. For the
last 12 years he has been fighting to
get funding back.
"You either cut the service or the
enrollment," said Lane.
He said neither has occurred in the
Mid-Management/Marketing pro-
gram. But, he added it must expand
to meet the needs of the current
explosive retail growth in the area.
"I think our administration have
made very tough decisions and I
have faith they'll make the right
ones in this," said Lane.
One student in Lane's manage-
ment class is Matt Burney, student
Mid-Mgmt, Cont'd from Front
BSU is the only university that
offers two-year associate degrees
from an academic college. The Mid-
Management/Marketing.· program
has always been a part of the Voca-
tional educational school and re-
ceives much of its funding from the
State Board of Vocational Educa-
tion. The rest provided by the Col-
lege of Business.
MacGregor responded to questions
concerning the College of
Technology's role in the event the
program moves. He said it was the
'. mandateofthe "community college"
~,'''- program that his college administers
and that in speculation it is possible
the program would receive more
funding if it were officially part of
the technical school. "We are in a
position to be closer to the business
market the Mid-Management/Mar-
keting program would serve and can
communicate with these markets
much easier than the College of
Business," MacGregor said.
The areas of expansion would in-
clude the hospitality market, tour-
ism, travel and more retail market-
ing. Areas of such specialization are
more appropriate for the vocational
education schools, and are more
easily accessed, said MacGregor.
A major point of contention be-
tween the students and the faculty
....... concerns image. The students con-
tended the College of Business, in
trying to expand its four-year and
graduate programs, and hoping to
eventually offer adoctorate program,
are wanting to eliminate the two-
yearprowams because they wouldn't
look as impressive.
"You can't be all things to all
peo~le" said Lincoln. "Personally I
don t always agree with what every-
body else wants in this" he said,
referring to moving two-year pro-
"It's not over yet." . .: ... .'
BSU track member'Mary Toy
feels that even though Martin
Luther Kin$' JrJHuman Rights
Day is a holtday in Idaho, there is
still more work to be done •.
Black History Month should
serve as a reminder to .suidents
that there are many black men and
women who are a pan of history
and "need tobe recognized for the
contribution they made," said Toy;
February is a "very important"
month for the 20-year-old sopho-
more, and despite her busy sched-
ule Toy remains actively involved
in black issues. "I try to get in-
volved as much as I can."
Toy isoriginally (roro San Anto-'
nio, Texas but graduated from
Mountain Home High School.
Being a minority in Idaho isnot
a problem for her because shewas.,
already adjusted. "It's pretty calm
and relaxed here."
The business major spends about four.hours each day training for her
sport, the shot put, and finds it difficult to juggle school, training and
a social life. "It's hard to find time for other things but I try to make time
for outside activities. "
One activity that she did find time for recently was the King march
to the capital. .
Toy considers finding time to participate in Black History Month
very important because she would like to see more students aware of
Black History. "We need to pay honor and tribute to them. We can't
forget them," . .
Black Student Union President Bill Eddins said that the student union
is planning a dance, guest speakers and possibly some movies during
Black History Month. Times,dates and locations will be announced
when plans are finalized ..
senator from the College of Busi-
ness. He is currently drafting a
resolution in favor of the program
Slaying with the College of Busi-
ness. He plans to present it to the
ASBSU Senate Tues., Feb. 12.
"The students feel this is purely
financial, and they (students) are the
ones who ultimately pay, financially
and by limited degree opportuni-
ties," said Burney. ''They are asking
who the customer is, the student or
the business community."
The answer is both, said Lincoln.
No plans are set and no date has
been established for a conclusion to
the situation.
Frank Church conference: "The New World, Changing U.S.-U.S.S.R. Relations"
Foreign Minister Shevardnadze to
do so, because of the Afghanistan
war. He said the population was not
willing to support military action.
Matouzov supports the coalition
aligned against Saddam and said,
"There can be no peace if larger
slates can devour smaller nations,"
Matouzov is hopeful that the Gulf
War will help the United States and
Soviet Union find common posi-
tions in handlin$ Mideast issues in
the future. He said he spent 23 years
dealing with the Arab world and still
does not have a complete under-
standing of ~ople in the region.
Dr. AndreiKortunov, from the in-
stitute of USA and Canada Studies,
Moscow, U.S.S.R., said the chal-
lenges facing the Soviet Union and
eastem Europe, are the same, eco-
nomically and politically, balanc-
ing economic efficiency and social
justice, combining democracy and
authority.
Kunonov said economic effi-
ciency without social Justice results
in major strains in society, authority
must be present for democracy to
work, and faith without pragmatism
can result in dangerous fanaticism.
Patusiak said changes in the Polish
system are based on four principles:
pluralism, parliamentary democracy,
free elections, and civil liberties in-
cluding political, social and eco-
ing replaced by pragmatism. He said
that conflict resolution techniques
will replace war. Patusiak foresees'
an increased role for the United
Nations in diplomacy. He also said a
new world order was emminent and
would occur, "by evolution, not by
revolution,".
Dr ..Peter Gladhov, from the Insti-
tute of ·USA and Canada Studies,
Moscow, U.S.S.R., said the world is
in a more unstable environment to-
day because it is no longer predict-
able.
Dr. Vicheslav Matouzov, political
counselor on Mideast affairs for the
Soviet embassy inWashington D.C.,
said future relations between the
. United States and Soviet Union are
important to the future of all man-
kind. He said that transitional differ-
ences are necessary in the Soviet
Union but is optimistic about the
outcome of the present struggle to-
wards democracy and said, "reverse
of our policy is impossible."
In reference to the Gulf Crisis,
Matouzov said that western Europe,
the United States and tile Soviet
Union are responsible for the em-
powerment of Saddam Hussein but
admitted, "perhaps we are more re-
sponsible than other nations."
According to Matouzov, the Su-
preme Soviet voted not to send
troops, despite the desire of former
By Loren Petty
- The University News
The annual Frank Church Confer-
ence on Public Affairs, Feb. 7-8 at
BSU, dealt with the topic "The New
World, Changing U.S.-U.S.S.R.
Relations." Several speakers repre-
senting the U.S., U.S.S.R. and Po-
land participated. Speakers talked
about New World Order, the Gulf
Crisis, political and economic de-
velopment of the Soviet Union, and
Eastern Europe and the Baltic Cri-
sis.
Dr. Gregory Raymond, chair of
BSU's political science defartment
and an expert in the field 0 interna-
tional relations, said the world is in a
state of transition from a bi-polar
.:;;:-:..structure, in which the U.S. and
U.S.S.R. is at opposite ends of the
spectrum, to a multi-polar structure
with many great powers. He said the
main goal now IS the creation of a
world structure which maintains
stability in a multi-polar environ-
ment. He said the twin perils of
pactomania (forming alliances with
everyone) and pactophobia (form-
ing alliances With no one) must be
avoided.
Dr. Longin Patusiak, from tile Pol-
ish Institute for, International M-
fairs, said ideology as the dominant
force in international relations is be-
nomic civil rights. He said the tran-
sition to democracy raises fears and
expectations that things will get
worse before they get better. The
Polish society is showing tremen-
dous patience, he said.
Konunov said the Soviet people
are less willing to make sacrifices
than the Polish people because they
do not believe President Gorbachev
was elected democratically.
Many people, he said, are not pre-
pared for an end to egalitarian soci-
ety, not prepared to see their neigh-
bors making more than they are, not
prepared for prosperity.
There is room for optimism, ac-
cording to Kortunov, he said the
private sector of the economy has
grown to 15 percent of the Soviet
gross national product. Also, he said,
there has been a shift in public opin-
ion toward privatization because the
economy has hit bottom and people
no longer perceive there is anything
to lose by trying it.
In political terms Kortunov said
the communist party is in rapid de-
cline losing members, prestige and
standing. He said the party is strong
in the army and KGB but younger
officers in those organizations are
more pragmatic and in some cases
are more reform minded than many
civilians.
Concerning the Baltic Crisis,
Konunov said the basic cause of the
Baltic crisis is the Soviet effort to
emulate the American "melting pot"
approach to ethnic groups. This ap-
proach, he said, went too far and
became attempted deprivation of
former cultural and national identi-
ties.
Gladhov said President Gorbachev
has declared himself against the
seizure of power in the Baltics by
unconstitutional means. The
Lithuanians, he said, were practic-
ing extreme nationalism and were
denying the human rights of the
Russian speaking population. .
Matouzov said Latvia's popula-
tion is 51 percent Russian speaking
people, Lithuania is 40 percent Rus-
sian speaking people and Estonia is
20 percent Russian speaking people.
The policies instituted by these re-
publics against their Russian speak-
109populations is causing a flood of
refugees to other parts of the Soviet
Union, said Matouzov. He added he
is sure Gorbachev is ready to give
full independence to those republics
but wants theprocess to be influenced
by democratic principles.
Matouzov characterized the de-
ployment of the Black Beret units to
the Baltics as a mistake and said, "I
cannot tell you that President
Gorbachev has control of all mili-
tary men."
This Phoenix: Earth
almost instantly but dissipate within
hours. The biologicalweapon an-
thrax can make land uninhabitable
for up to 40 years.
It seems that American involve-
ment in this war could have been
averted had our leaders maintained
the course for an economy based
on energy conservation and renew-
able fuels that was discussed over
ten years ago. If anything positive
comes from the war in the Persian
Gulf, perhaps it will be the creation
of a new national energy strategy
that releases America from the
stranglehold of oil.
The Washington Post writers
group .
warfare-the destruction of terrain,
crops or entire ecosystems-has long
been a military tactic.
In the 1960s and 19705, in an effort
to deny the North Vietnamese cover
and to root out guerilla operations,
"the U.S. government employed a
scorched earth policy that deliber-
ately destroyed the natural environ-
ment," said PEG.
But that war's most serious strike
against the environment occurred
when Iraq intentionally blew up sev-
erallranianoil-drillingplatforrns. The
Norwuzoil spilllastedfornearlyeight
months, 'dumping more than half-a-
million barrels of heavy crude into
. the sea-alrriost three times as much
oil as was spilled by the Exxon Valdez
in Alaska. Thousands of birds, fish,
sea turtles, dolphins and other ani-
mals died, and coastal ecosystems
were ruined. The total cost for cleanup
attempts reached $53 million.
Mustard gas',nerve gas and anthrax
are among the chemical and biologi-
cal weapons Hussein is believed to
possess. Because it is oil-based, mus-
tard gas persists in the environment
for extended periods of time, often in
masonry. According 10PEG,70years
after the gas was first used in France
in World War I, it still burns local
residents who accidentally come into
contact with it Nerve gases are six to
12 times as lethal as mustard gas, kill
President Bush called it an act of
environmental terrorism. On Jan. 24,
Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein dumped
11million barrels of oil into the Per-
sian Gulf, creating ail oil slick 60
miles long and 20 miles wide that is
despoiling shrimp and tuna fisheries,
killing birds and sea animals and
threatening the drinking water sup-
plies of hundreds of thousands of
people. .
The world was shocked that envi-
ronmental damage of such enormous
proportions. would. be intentionally
wrought.: But an analysis by the Po-
litical Ecology Group (pEG) in San
Francisco shows that environmental
